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Introduction 

Nineteenth and early twentieth century public conveniences in New Zealand are becoming a 

rare and endangered part of our wider cultural and built heritage.  These often-overlooked 

facilities are more than just reminders of a common public service. They provide direct 

evidence for changing social attitudes to the provision of public conveniences and evidence 

showing significant changes in architectural and aesthetic approaches to their design, 

construction and visibility.   

 

Whereas many of previous works have used a gendered framework, this thesis will focus on 

the change in public convenience architecture from the grand and elaborate underground 

conveniences to the cheaper above-ground cubicles which were cheaper to maintain. It will 

also examine the demise of undergrounds toilets through the perceptions and attitudes towards 

the public conveniences from both the public and the local authorities view, using examples 

from the city of Dunedin’s rich history and heritage. How did the community’s attitudes 

towards public facilities and bodily functions change over the decades? Did this influence the 

way toilets were designed and constructed? Did the local authority views align with those of 

the public’s views? 

 

Furthermore, this thesis will focus on the staff that were stationed or visited the underground 

conveniences. The attendants have been omitted from previous works and this thesis will 

illustrate the importance of these positions and what happened to the usage once the attendants 

were no longer employed.  

 



The thesis will examine the formative period of the publicly provided urinals and water closets 

in the twentieth century. The first urinal was provided in 1861 by the Dunedin Town Board, 

and only ten more brick urinals were built across Dunedin by 1901. The thesis will analyse the 

decision to build the underground conveniences and the success of the modern underground 

facilities in 1910. It will focus on the demise of the same underground facilities over the 1950s 

and 1960s, showing how other options for conveniences were shaped by social attitudes 

towards sanitation, hygiene and modesty. It will analyse the challenges the local authority faced 

in providing these needed facilities over the decades and the challenges these built structures 

presented until the closure of the last remaining underground in Dunedin in 1989.  

 

This thesis seeks to investigate some important questions. What led to the decision to build 

subterranean structures? What was the idea behind building them in seemingly difficult 

positions underground? After the effort and cost to construct them, why did these underground 

conveniences become out of favour in the 1960s, only 50 years after their construction? When 

did they disappear from use? 

 

How did the staff affect usage? It is arguably important to research how and why the attendants 

were phased out and whether this lack of oversight and capital was a crucial factor that led to 

the underground conveniences overall demise. 

 

This thesis aims to answer these questions and explain the many reasons why the underground 

facilities have largely disappeared from New Zealand, using Dunedin as a reflection of wider 

New Zealand society. 



 

Manor Place toilet, built 1912 in 2018, Source: Channel 39 News 

 

Literature Review  

A small number of works have been published about nineteenth and twentieth century 

underground conveniences in New Zealand. 

 

Over the last twenty years there has been a growing body of scholarly literature regarding 

public space, gender and women’s exclusion from these public spaces. The first detailed 

examination into New Zealand conveniences was Caroline Daley’s ‘Flushed with pride? 

Women’s quest for public toilets in New Zealand’, Women’s Studies Journal 16, 1 (2000).1 

With a focus on Auckland, Daley covered the campaigning that women undertook for women’s 

public toilets and rest rooms in New Zealand. Daley outlined the issues the underground 

facilities presented for women, such as problematic access for elderly and those women with 

                                                           
1 Caroline Daley, ‘Flushed with Pride? Women’s Quest for Public Toilets in New Zealand’, Women’s 

Studies Journal (Auckland, N.Z.), Aut 2000; v.16 n.1:P.95-113; Issn:, 00:00 1300, 

https://natlib.govt.nz/records/20643752. 



prams, charging for women’s use, as well as shortened opening hours and how these issues 

contributed to the struggle for gender equality in the public space in the late nineteenth century 

to the 1940s. 

 

Further focusing on the gendering of citizens and the provision of public toilets for women, 

Annabel Cooper, Robin Law, Jane Malthus and Pamela Wood in “Rooms of Their Own: Public 

toilets and gendered citizens in a New Zealand city, 1860‐1940” based their research on 

Dunedin.2  The article covered the early development of the public conveniences for men, the 

underground facilities and then later rest rooms that women groups campaigned for. As the 

article concludes in 1940 (when the undergrounds were still popular and in frequent use) there 

is no discussion of the social attitudes that began to change after this date. 

 

Pamela Wood’s excellent work on Dunedin’s early sanitary history examined the underground 

toilets and their establishment in 1910 as Dunedin followed the same progression as other 

colonial or frontier towns.3 She argues how the social attitudes towards cleanliness and dirt of 

the settlers played its part in their vision of the New World. The 1870s saw toilet provision for 

women workers, and the 1880s saw department stores providing for their customers, yet the 

public conveniences development trailed behind. Wood covers the debate over the first 

Dunedin undergrounds in 1900 and the discussion over their expense. Men’s urinals were more 

economical as facilities for women had to have separate entrances and separate water closets, 

                                                           
2 Annabel Cooper et al., ‘Rooms of Their Own: Public Toilets and Gendered Citizens in a 

New Zealand City, 1860‐1940’, Gender, Place & Culture 7, no. 4 (1 December 2000): 417–

33, https://doi.org/10.1080/713668884. 
3 Pamela J. Wood, Dirt: Filth and Decay in a New World Arcadia (Auckland, N.Z.: Auckland 

University Press, 2005). 



resulting in a more expensive build. The undergrounds were permanent fixtures, seen as up to 

date and more sightly, a place where both public decorum and civic pride could be satisfied.4  

 

Additional exploration has been undertaken by urban historian Maureen Flanagan into how the 

male leadership of London, Dublin, Toronto and Chicago sought to preserve the centuries-old 

patriarchal tradition of separate public and private spheres and limit women’s access to public 

spaces with a focus on public conveniences.5  As in New Zealand, women in each of these 

cities sought to break down the public and private spheres to make the city more liveable for 

all its residents and fought for women’s private needs to become part of the city’s public 

spaces.6 

 

Sarah McCabe’s study is one of the only works that studies the architecture of the underground 

facilities focusing on London.7 She examined the main reasons for the need of the 

undergrounds – the city’s need to improve sanitary provisions, to comply with the British 

Public Health Act 1848 and 1891 and London’s population growth.  1855 saw the world’s first 

underground convenience and she discusses the lack of provision for women in the public 

space. McCabe explores the architecture and ironwork of the public conveniences and the 

builder’s evidence of civic pride in the structures and the use of high-quality materials. London 

                                                           
4 Wood, 132 
5 Maureen Flanagan, ‘Private Needs, Public Space: Public Toilets Provision in the Anglo-Atlantic 

Patriarchal City: London, Dublin, Toronto and Chicago’, Urban History 41, no. 02 (May 2014): 265–

90, https://doi.org/10.1017/S0963926813000266. 
6 Flanagan, 290. 
7 Sarah McCabe, ‘The Provision of Underground Public Conveniences in London with Reference to 

Gender Differentials, 1850s-1980s’ (masters, University of London, 2012), http://sas-

space.sas.ac.uk/6093/. 



undergrounds were largely closed in the late 1970s-1980s in London, which is slightly later 

than the Dunedin circumstances. 

 

Nigel Isaacs has produced several articles covering the history of public toilets from an 

architectural history perspective. His article ‘Public Conveniences’ compares the Dunedin 

undergrounds with that of above ground facilities in Wellington, using the primary sources 

from Dunedin City Council Archives and Wellington City Council collection.8  He discusses 

how societies attitudes changed toward what was deemed acceptable in a colonial society as 

New Zealand moved from frontier towns to civilisation.9 The unique architecture of the 

underground structures is a focus and Isaacs explores the challenges the subterranean 

environment posed for the city engineers.10 He touches on the changing use of the spaces that 

have survived today. 

 

Auckland City Council produced a heritage report on the Auckland City underground facilities 

in 2015.11 The report examines the change in public opinion as men’s urinals were supplied to 

protect women’s “decency” from being violated as urinating in the open became socially 

unacceptable. Auckland had the same demand for public facilities around tram lines that 

Dunedin did. Auckland built its first women’s undergrounds in the city in 1915 (five years after 

Dunedin’s) and continued to build underground structures well into the 1930s and some are 

still used today. The architecture of each underground facility has been reported in detail in 

this heritage report.12 

                                                           
8 Nigel Isaacs, ‘Public Conveniences’, n.d., 2. 
9 Isaacs, 94. 
10 Isaacs, 94. 
11 Auckland City Council, ‘Caught Short: A Brief History of Auckland’s Heritage Toilets’, 2015. 
12 Auckland City Council, 6–17. 



Another set of research throughout New Zealand and Australia has been undertaken as part of 

heritage assessments13 and potential re-use feasibility studies on the surviving subterranean 

structures.14 While these reports do cover the dates of closure, little has been done on the 

reasons for why the underground conveniences closed. The decline of the London 

undergrounds has briefly been covered by McCabe in her thesis, but the decline has never been 

studied in a New Zealand context. 

 

 

London Street Undergrounds, 1919, City Engineers Subject Correspondence, Volume 18, 1918-1922, 

DCC Archives 

 

 

                                                           
13 Dr Andrea Farminer, ‘Market Reserve Public Convenience Heritage Assessment’, Heritage 

Assessment (Dunedin: Origin Associates for Dunedin City Council, January 2017); Auckland City 

Council, ‘Caught Short: A Brief History of Auckland’s Heritage Toilets’; ‘UNDERGROUND 

PUBLIC TOILETS’, n.d., 6. 
14 Kate Jordan, ‘Women’s Rest Rooms, New Plymouth, Conservation Plan’, September 2017. 



Methodology 

This study will focus on the underground structures in Dunedin that have disappeared but are 

traceable through the Dunedin City Council archives collection. This topic sits at the emerging 

intersection between cultural, social and public history. It will analyse the primary material 

further through the lens of a discourse framework by comparing the Council records and staff 

attitudes versus the public view, through researching the public response through newspaper 

articles and inwards correspondence to Council regarding the supply and condition of the 

conveniences. 

 

The Dunedin City Council Archives hold the main primary sources for this thesis. These 

archives hold records created by the Dunedin City Council and its predecessors on the 

administration of the city from 1855-2002. Many records about conveniences have been 

destroyed over the years as the topic was deemed as of low-level archival interest but Dunedin 

City Council Archives still have voluminous information on this. One frustrating element was 

that from 1920 onwards only a sample of every five years had been retained (which is a common 

archival practice) which resulted in gaps in the records and data. The council departments were 

also inconsistent when reporting financial data over the time period, resulting in comparison 

over decades near impossible to evaluate. The income and expenditure were analysed, where 

this was possible, from Council reports.  The City Engineers records have been used 

extensively, which contain correspondence, memos, minutes, plans, and photographs from 

1880 to 1996 for information on the architecture, design and build of the structures. The Chief 

Sanitary Inspector reports were invaluable for recording the issues within the spaces and 

handling the complaints around them. The Town Clerk Correspondence Series from 1906-1996 

was another excellent primary resource for all discussions and reports around the public 



conveniences across all Council departments. Higher level decisions went through the Dunedin 

Town Board (1855-1865) and the Dunedin City Council Minutes (1865-1980s). In the later 

twentieth century, the Dunedin City Council Architect’s files were invaluable for interpreting 

new modern designs and structures of the conveniences. As the records are not detailed in the 

boroughs (now suburbs of Dunedin) until they merged into the larger Dunedin City Council, 

the focus has been on the inner city, where the undergrounds were located, with some reference 

to suburban facilities. 

 

Structure 

 

This thesis is presented using the open source platform Scalar (https://scalar.me/anvc/scalar/), 

used for academic theses in the United States.  Scalar is an open source authoring and 

publishing platform that is designed for authors to write long-form, born-digital scholarship 

online. Scalar enables users to assemble media from multiple sources and juxtapose them with 

their own writing in a variety of ways and displays similar to a website. This platform is 

pioneering at the University of Otago and permission was gained from the Pro Vice-

Chancellor of Humanities to undertake this format.  

 

Using this platform, the core elements of historical scholarship (critical engagement with 

primary and secondary sources, and a clear analytical argument) will still be of primary 

importance and the standards will be the same as a hardcopy thesis. Developments in digital 

publication platforms and digital humanities methods have increasingly made it possible to 

produce a work of historical scholarship that does not take the form of a narrative dissertation. 

Readers can log into the work itself and read the thesis as they would a paper copy or the 

https://scalar.me/anvc/scalar/
https://scalar.me/anvc/scalar/


permissions can be opened up to the public meaning the thesis would be accessible through a 

web search. There will be no hard copy output. 

 

The digital format allows demonstration of virtual reality platforms. The virtual format clearly 

demonstrates the lack of accessibility of the toilets and shows one of the reasons for their 

demise. The virtual reality designs were developed with architectural designers to develop a 

virtual tour of the now demolished Octagon underground. Using original plans and contract 

specifications for the conveniences from the Dunedin City Council Archives, the virtual 

reality programme shows what the spaces were like to physically walk through. The staircases 

were narrow and wound down into the facility. They were tight to negotiate but once in the 

space, people can appreciate the beautiful structures that were built, with skylights and 

interiors that were modern, fashionable and atheistically pleasing. This has been showcased 

to the public as part of community outreach and education on the subterranean spaces and can 

be viewed through the Scalar platform.  

 

Virtual Reality Tour – render of the Men’s Octagon Undergrounds, by Michael Findlay, 2018 



 

Public using virtual reality headset to travel through the 1909 Octagon undergrounds at Dunedin 

Vogel Street Party community event, 2019 

 

An interactive timeline and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software maps have been 

created to showcase the locations and city within the thesis and the work contains film footage, 

including the interior of the last remaining 1912 toilet in Dunedin to support the argument. 

These can be viewed in isolation or while reading through the chapters. The chapters have a 

chronological timeline, but readers can click on various chapters throughout the Scalar site as 

required through hyperlinks. All the footnotes are embedded hyperlinks that when readers 

hover over them, they can display information and readers can click directly to a website link 

if applicable. 

 

Chapter One briefly covers the establishment of public conveniences in 1861 and the 

development and discussion of supply to the city over the nineteenth century. It covers the 



arguments for and against the building of more facilities in the town and the reasons for and 

against the underground facilities. The public were disgraced by the state of the current 

conveniences and were concerned about Dunedin’s reputation with visitors. The chapter 

covers in detail the design and build of the undergrounds after the Town Clerk successfully 

argued his case to Dunedin City Council for the structures. The chapter looks at the number 

of above ground and semi undergrounds toilets built to meet public demand. The role of the 

attendants is outlined here focusing on their tasks and risks with the position. 

 

 

Chapter Two examines the decline of the underground conveniences between the period of 

1930-1960. What led to the damage and the increasing misuse of the spaces? This chapter looks 

at how the Council dealt with these issues. The chapter outlines importance of the development 

of the women’s rest rooms and their rise in popularity across the 1920s-1940s. The rest rooms 

were a large change in architectural design, they were homelier and a nice place to escape and 

rest from the public sphere. Although run by women organisations to begin with, Council took 

over the running of them. The popularity of the rest room spaces directly affected the women’s 

underground conveniences, with less and less using the women’s underground convenience. 

Council undertook a review of all the city’s toilets in 1957 with a plan to improve the spaces. 

   

The demolitions of the underground conveniences in the 1960s are examined in Chapter Three. 

The city-wide review of the facilities in 1957 led Council to make new policies. The ever-

increasing vandalism led to rising maintenance costs resulting in a new policy - to build 

conveniences above ground only. A new desire to provide modern facilities for the public that 

could be still economically run resulted in Council building plainer, concrete block structures. 



The undergrounds were deemed as surplus to requirements and were difficult to maintain with 

many suffering leaks and drainage issues. Gone were the antiquated porcelain details and 

stainless steel interiors became the norm. The Octagon men’s space was completely remodelled 

and upgraded during the 1960s but remained underground as it became difficult to find sites to 

situate above ground toilets in the same area. The new modern spaces were designed to 

minimise vandalism and make them easier to supervise for police. Attendants in this period 

were also phased out and commercial cleaners were employed. This affected the security of the 

spaces with more responsibility for the police. Findability, accessibility and basic hygiene were 

also issues that the public desired.  

 

Chapter Four outlines the new style of architecture in the above ground structures featuring 

stainless steel interiors. The negative attitude towards the “old” and “antiquated” was part of 

a wider movement of architectural changes in Dunedin, with a major redevelopment of the 

southern central business district where many public conveniences were located. There was 

no longer a need to have conveniences out of site, underground or hidden amongst 

shrubberies, as the public’s and Council’s attitude changed and altered over the decades. 

Council struggled with locations to site the toilets in the 1970s and 1980s as Dunedin’s main 

shopping area moved within the city and public demand grew for more conveniently placed 

toilets. A major review of the toilets in 1988 led to Council reviewing bylaws and discussing 

a myriad of future options for the public facilities. The review led to the Council decision to 

close the last undergrounds and the rest rooms, with the undergrounds being demolished in 

1989. 

 



 

 

Chapter One: Public Conveniences and the Rise of the Undergrounds 

 

The often-overlooked turn-of-the-century public conveniences are more than just reminders of 

a common public service. They provide direct evidence for the changing social attitudes 

towards the provision of public sanitation. The period of 1910-1989 was a period of great 

transformation for public conveniences and this is evident in the changing architectural and 

aesthetic approaches in their design, construction and visibility.  They brought many challenges 

to Dunedin and its local authority, Dunedin City Council, who was tasked with supplying them 

and warranted a large investment and commitment. While Council considered the supply of 

the public conveniences as a success, there were also many challenges.  

 

Public Opinion and Above Ground Conveniences 

      

Both residents and local authorities were concerned over the filthiness and the poor level of 

hygiene in Dunedin in the nineteenth century. As historian Pamela Wood argues the settlers’ 

social attitudes towards cleanliness and dirt played an integral part in their vision of the New 

World and Dunedin developed like other colonial and frontier towns1. The new colonists feared 

that conditions could fall to the “Old World” standards and that Dunedin would duplicate the 

diseases and cramped conditions of ‘Home’.  

 

The Dunedin Town Board (1855-1865) initially struggled to establish infrastructure with 

regards to roads and sanitation. It was not until 1862 that the Board erected Dunedin’s first 

public convenience located in Jetty Street. Over the next 45 years the city of Dunedin’s 

population had grown to 36,068, yet there were only ten conveniences across Dunedin. All ten 

were exclusively for male use.  

                                                           
1 Pamela J. Wood, Dirt: Filth and Decay in a New World Arcadia (Auckland, N.Z.: Auckland University Press, 

2005), 132. 



 

 

 

Toitu Otago Settlers Museum collection, Subject Photos 57/34/1 

 

Members of the public wrote to the local newspapers about the lack of provision of 

conveniences, with ‘E.H’ noting in 1900 that the “public urinals are a disgrace; very often over 

the boot tops in filthy water”2.  In 1900, the fear of filth and poor hygiene came to the fore 

when the worldwide Bubonic Plague broke across the world. The plague scare was the 

backdrop to the 1901 pitch of the underground conveniences to Dunedin City Council by J. 

and R. Scott, sanitary engineers.  

 We hereby enclose a sketch plan of underground water closets and urinals which we are 

prepared to erect under certain conditions. The town is at present without a public water closet, 

and the urinals are not in a good sanitary state. If the Council see their way to accept our 

proposal we guarantee to erect a suitable building at the back of Cargill’s Monument, with 

first class up-to-date sanitary appliances, which will be a credit to our city and on a par with 

the Home country3.  

 

The Scott’s would manage them for 10 years, while taking the profits made from charging for 

the conveniences use4. In return, Council would supply them with free gas and water. The pitch 

                                                           
2 “Public Nuisances,” Otago Daily Times, March 14, 1900. 
3 “City Council,” Evening Star, May 17, 1900. 
4 “City Council.” 



 

 

by the sanitary engineers went nowhere, as there were no finances to allocate to the work and 

the debate continued. 

 

The Triangle (now Queens Gardens) 1879, showing a brick urinal, Te Papa Collections 

 

Members of the public weighed in on the dispute for supply of public conveniences. In 1903 a 

letter written in the Otago Daily Times newspaper argued “the City Council, Drainage Board, 

and other innumerable boards are shamefully, if not disgustingly, neglectful in not providing 

better accommodation for the convenience of the travelling and general public”.5 Andrew W. 

Bremner wrote to the Editor to say that “I have called attention to the want or scarcity of public 

conveniences in our "progressive" city, but so far the corporation has been quite apathetic in 

the matter”6. 

 

To meet demand, Dunedin City Council built four above ground urinals in 1904 in prominent 

locations where they felt they were most in need. However, their attempt was not acceptable 

for many and complaints flooded in. One in particular, the Frederick Street iron structure, 

caused much protest. The Editor of the Otago Daily Times under the title “A Public Eyesore” 

stated that the Council should be beautifying the city but were doing the opposite by placing 

                                                           
5 “Public Conveniences,” Otago Daily Times, December 30, 1903, Issue 12858 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19031230.2.59. 
6 “DUNEDIN NEGLECTED,” Otago Daily Times, March 9, 1905, Issue 13227 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19050309.2.16. 



 

 

the unattractive structures in high profile areas7. G.L. Denniston led a deputation from the 

nearby Knox Church urging the Council to remove the urinal, arguing that no convenience 

should be built near a school or religious building.  “It was an ugly building, it was a menace 

to traffic, and it was placed in a position where it could not fail to be offensive to the large 

number of women and children”8. S.M. Park from the Knox Church Deacon’s Court stated that 

he understood the difficulty Council must face in obtaining suitable sites for the facilities, but 

hundreds of girls and young women attend the nearby church. He believed it was in the interests 

of public morality and decency it should be built elsewhere, away from the boys and girls who 

attended the Sunday School9. Park went on to suggest that if a convenience is needed in that 

location, it should be put underground.  

 

Town Clerk 33 Correspondence 1906 Works L/1, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

The underground convenience was favoured due to being ‘hidden’ in Victorian and Edwardian 

society. The European ideal that all bodily activities should be removed from view led to an 

                                                           
7 “CURRENT TOPICS.,” Otago Daily Times, April 23, 1906, Issue 13574 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19060423.2.28?end_date=31-12-

1906&items_per_page=100&phrase=2&query=current+topics&sort_by=byDA&start_date=01-01-

1906&title=ODT. 
8 “Town Clerk Correspondence (TC33), 1906, Public Works, L/1” (1906), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
9 “Town Clerk Correspondence (TC33), 1906, Public Works, L/1.” 



 

 

international trend in underground facilities10.  London built the first underground convenience 

in the world in 1855. As is demonstrated by the Deacon’s Court, the nineteenth and early 

twentieth century society saw public urination as indecent and the public toilet became the only 

appropriate place for these bodily functions11. However, it was also undesirable to have a public 

convenience near one’s home or business as it was deemed inappropriate and unwanted by 

many.  

 

The Council was limited in its ability to action the request for undergrounds. The difference 

between an iron above ground structure at £70 or an underground convenience at £1500 was 

sizable and the Council did not have the budget to do anything but build the more economical 

above ground urinals. 

 

The Undergrounds Proposed 

 

An important turning point in the public toilet discussion came with a new employee, Richard 

Watkins Richards, who was appointed to the dual role of Town Clerk and City Engineer of the 

Dunedin City Council in 190412.   

                   Mr Richard Richards 

                                                           
10 Sarah McCabe, “The Provision of Underground Public Conveniences in London with Reference to Gender 

Differentials, 1850s-1980s” (masters, University of London, 2012), http://sas-space.sas.ac.uk/6093/. 
11 Annabel Cooper et al., “Rooms of Their Own: Public Toilets and Gendered Citizens in a New Zealand City, 

1860‐1940,” Gender, Place & Culture 7, no. 4 (December 1, 2000): 418, https://doi.org/10.1080/713668884, 

page 418. 
12 “Sydney’s Aldermen - Richard Watkins Richards,” Richard Watkins Richards (City of Sydney Archives, 

n.d.), http://www.sydneyaldermen.com.au/alderman/richard-richards. 



 

 

Richards was born in Pembroke, Wales in 1863 and came to New South Wales as a child. In 

1879, he joined the Sydney City Council staff as an articled surveyor in the City Surveyor’s 

Department and became a surveyor and draughtsman. He gained the position of City Surveyor 

for Sydney in 1887. In 1902, he left the Sydney City Council to work in private practice as a 

civil and consulting engineer. Two years later he took the appointment at Dunedin City 

Council13. As Richards had recently arrived from Sydney, he had seen a greater focus by 

authorities on public health and sanitation when the first bubonic outbreak occurred in 

Australia. As part of this, Richards was tasked with designing and building Sydney’s first 

underground convenience in May 190114.  Therefore, in the Dunedin public sanitation debate 

Mr Richards could speak from experience when outlining the options around public 

conveniences for Dunedin15. 

 

In the Dunedin City Council Departmental Reports of 1905-06, Richards argued that 

underground structures had displaced the “unsightly arrangements” of above ground facilities 

in Europe, and that Dunedin had many open spaces especially adapted for the construction of 

underground conveniences which would be worthy of the Council’s consideration16. Sydney 

City Council had commissioned Richards to visit Europe in 1896 to report on various aspects 

of municipal government there. Using Birmingham as an example, he outlined to Dunedin City 

Council the charging model used for Birmingham’s underground facilities, which provided a 

continuous income after the initial cost. Having such facilities would enable Dunedin to build 

a good reputation as a well-kept, well-appointed modern city, which was an ideal that many in 

the public held as important17.  

 

                                                           
13 “Sydney’s Aldermen - Richard Watkins Richards.” 
14 “PUBLIC HEALTH MATTERS,” Evening Star, July 18, 1907, Issue 12717 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19070718.2.35. 
15 “PUBLIC HEALTH MATTERS.” 
16 Dunedin City Council, “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1905-6”, page 23. 
17 “A DESERVING CAUSE.,” Otago Daily Times, July 7, 1906, Issue 13639 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19060707.2.46?end_date=31-12-

1912&phrase=2&query=a+deserving+cause&start_date=01-01-1902&title=ODT. 



 

 

Despite Richards’ argument, the Dunedin City Council took no action. The inaction saw the 

public increasingly voice their frustration about the conveniences in the local newspapers. 

“Sanitas” noted that “There must be few towns the size of Dunedin where the public 

conveniences are so few and far between as in this town. Why are they not placed contiguous 

to the theatres and other places of amusement, with some distinguishing mark to denote their 

position to strangers?”. He further stated, “I trust that these frequent comments on the subject 

may be the means of a strenuous effort being made to remedy the crying evil of a natural 

want”18. 

 

Making Headway with Underground Conveniences 

 

Richards persisted with his argument and wrote a comprehensive “voluminous” report that he 

presented to the Dunedin City Council Works Committee in 1907, outlining and fully 

specifying the construction of up to date underground conveniences19.  With the Works 

Committee’s recommendation, the report was sent to Council with the advice that “Council to 

be recommended to erect public convenience for ladies and gentlemen at the Octagon; cost not 

to exceed £1500”20. 

 

The report was discussed at some length in the July 1907 Council meeting. Councillors were 

torn between the necessity and the costs of the underground options. The subterranean spaces 

were described in the newspaper as “superstructures” and had the cost to go with it21. Richards 

argued that underground conveniences were costly but could be more economically constructed 

                                                           
18 Sanitas, “SANITARY MATTERS,” Evening Star, July 19, 1906, Vol 12869 edition. 
19 “The Evening Star FRIDAY, JULY 5, 1907,” July 5, 1907, Issue 12706 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19070705.2.17?end_date=05-07-

1907&items_per_page=100&phrase=2&query=voluminous+report&sort_by=byDA&start_date=05-07-

1907&title=ESD. 
20 “Public Works Committee Minutes, 4 July 1907, TC 4/1/13” (July 4, 1907), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
21 “PUBLIC HEALTH MATTERS.” 



 

 

than overseas ones. Dunedin could still maintain the high sanitary conditions and easy 

maintenance that the other structures have, while saving on the construction costs.  

 

After the convincing report, Council instructed Mr Richards to begin preparing plans and 

specifications for the undergrounds in July 1907, working to a cost of around £1500. Locations 

were also discussed, with two possible sites of the lower Octagon and at The Triangle (later 

named Queens Gardens) suggested. While these plans were approved in July, by August the 

Council deferred the work again to the next year’s financial allocations22.  

 

Over the next year, debate continued to swirl around the lack and state of the facilities, 

particularly around the lack of conveniences for women. Dunedin City Councillor Keast 

reporting on a recent trip to Melbourne, stated that he was impressed by many things there, 

especially the undergrounds provided for both sexes. “Some of the conveniences here would 

not be tolerated for a moment there” concluded Councillor Keast23.  

 

Outgoing Mayor J. Braithwaite in his valedictory speech in 1906 stated “Want of funds 

prevented us starting the swimming baths, underground conveniences, and other 

improvements. The Council are keenly alive to their necessity”24.  While money was limited, 

the public also wanted to keep Dunedin’s reputation as a well-kept and beautiful city. 

 

The demand for public facilities became urgent by 1909. Dunedin City Councillor Barr noted 

to the Otago Daily Times that the public facilities at Dowling Street and the rear of the Town 

Hall were particularly unpleasant places25. He had also seen Christchurch’s undergrounds 

                                                           
22 “Wednesday, August 28, 1907,” Evening Star, August 28, 1907, Issue 12752 edition. 
23 “Evening Star,” Evening Star, September 12, 1907, Issue 12765 edition. 
24 “Mayoral Installation,” Evening Star, May 2, 1906, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19060502.2.61. 
25 “Municipal Reform - Provision of Underground Conveniences,” Otago Daily Times, August 27, 1909, Issue 

14613, https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19090827.2.7. 



 

 

conveniences, which were built in 1907 (the first in New Zealand), at the back of the Godley 

Statue, Cathedral Square and said they were admirable in every way.  

 

In 1909 a special fund was finally allocated from the Finance Committee for ‘special works’ 

for the city to the value of £479526. It was confirmed at the 10 February meeting in 1909 for 

“execution of city works to be hereafter specified”27. The finance department had already 

recommended to Council that it might allocate a portion of this sum for the construction of 

underground public conveniences28. With this financial backing, Dunedin City Council made 

the decision to build two underground conveniences in Dunedin, and importantly one for 

women29. The Council decision to build a separate space for women underground was overdue, 

but very welcome.  

 

The very first locations in Dunedin for the underground conveniences were chosen because of 

their central position and their potential to have the facilities hidden30. The City Engineer was 

dispatched to inspect the suggested sites for suitability for the construction of the subterranean 

structures. The two sites were the lower Octagon, near the Thomas Burns Monument and the 

Custom House Square, under the Cargill’s Monument. Equally important, was space for the 

above ground shrubbery and rockeries, which played a large and important part in ‘hiding’ 

patrons from the public as they entered the facilities. The engineer reported back to Council 

with positive reports that both sites would be suitable for what he saw as current and future 

use31. 

                                                           
26 “Municipal Reform - Provision of Underground Conveniences.” 
27 This money was the excess after using the accrued sinking fund remaining when the matured debentures had 

been paid off. 
28 “CITY FINANCES,” Evening Star, September 3, 1909, Issue 14155 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19090903.2.7. 
29 “Public Works Committee Minutes”, Town Clerk Series, Dunedin City Council Archives, 4/1, 26 July 1900, 

Book 9. 
30 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1910-1911, General, U/1” (n.d.), 

Dunedin City Council Archives. 
31 Dunedin City Council. 



 

 

 

Octagon Undergrounds Plans 1909, Plan 4427, City Engineers, DCC Archives 

 

Architectural Features 

 

As well as being practically invisible, Dunedin’s underground conveniences or ‘Comfort 

Stations’, as they were termed, were designed to be aesthetically pleasing and state of the art. 

Urinals and closets were from the Twyford company - the No 7 ‘Adament’ urinal range and 

the white closet ‘Sentinel’ washdown product32. The Twyford’s were among the first of the 

great sanitarians in England. They were contemporaries of George Jennings, who invented the 

first public flush toilets and designed the first underground public convenience, and Thomas 

Crapper, who founded a sanitary equipment company and invented the s-bend trap in 1880. 

Twyford’s inventions were hailed as landmarks in the course of domestic sanitary reform33. 

 

Fixtures still in place at Manor Place Urinal, Dunedin 2019, Authors collection 

                                                           
32 Dunedin City Council. 
33 James Denley, “A History of Twyfords 1680 - 1982,” 1982, page 9, 

file:///C:/Users/abreese/Downloads/ahistoryftwyfordsjamesdenleyv42008.pdf. 



 

 

By the time of the death of King Edward VII in 1910, water closet and urinal styles had changed 

from the fancy decorative style of the Victorian age. The early twentieth century design brought 

a more austere, functional approach, and the elaborate ornamentation of the Victorian age had 

given way to plainer, more rounded designs. Water closets were now clean and uncluttered, 

and lavatories were more discreet on simple pedestals. There were practical reasons for this - 

it was easier to keep clean and less likely to get dirty. A simple colour palette was also favoured 

in Dunedin with most tiles ordered in white and from ‘Home’. The interiors in the underground 

facilities were fitted with wall to ceiling tiles (for easy cleaning), skirting, and dados and 

enriched with cornice tiles. The Custom House Square convenience had a little more design 

element with ornamental “Florite” frieze and dado. Manor Place also had a frieze with arts and 

craft style green tiles which still exist in the structure today.  

 

Manor Place urinals interior, 2017, Authors collection 

 

The ‘Adament’ range of urinals were made from porcelain enamelled fireclay with an 

automatic flush cistern developed in 1889. These became extremely popular around the world. 

The large, hexagonal ‘Adament’ urinal could accommodate six in comfort, beneath a little 

tower, like a cupola, on top34. Dunedin did not have the hexagonal style, instead the ‘Adament’ 

                                                           
34 Denley, 41. 



 

 

urinals used in the Octagon undergrounds were built parallel against an exterior wall. The 

Custom House Square urinals had five urinals back to back with a more decorative top cupola.  

Other aesthetic elements included the woodwork. The cupboards and towel rollers were made 

from kauri and all the joinery work was completed in Tasmanian wood35. The seats in the 

attendant’s spaces were also made from kauri and there were brass coat and hat hooks, as well 

as electric heaters and looking glasses installed.  

 

Virtual Rendering of the interior of Octagon Undergrounds, by Michael Findlay 

 

While these spaces were designed with modernity and privacy in mind, the challenges of being 

underground meant they had to be constructed to withstand their subterranean environment. 

The roof was designed to withstand the traffic load and the walls and floors needed to be 

watertight to hold back the water table and rainwater (bitumen was used to make them 

waterproof36). Water from the street had to be stopped from running down the stairs, and when 

it did flood, the water had to be pumped out37. The Customhouse Square undergrounds were 

the first to suffer from leaks as soon as 1912, and the Octagon facilities had storm water leaking 

through for some time when it was reported in March 191938. As time went on the Octagon site 

had numerous issues with leaks. 

                                                           
35 “City Engineer Contract File 3/3, Contract 93 and 233 - Public Conveniences” (1910), Dunedin City Council 

Archives. 
36 “City Engineer Contract File 3/3, Contract 93 and 233 - Public Conveniences.” 
37 Nigel Isaacs, “Public Conveniences,” n.d., 94–95. 
38 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1919, General C/4” (n.d.), Dunedin 

City Council Archives. Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33) 1912, General, 

U/1” (1912), Dunedin City Council Archives. 



 

 

 

Ventilation was also very important in the subterranean spaces and the toilets had uptake 

ventilation pipes up the streets above. These were necessary fixtures but were also decorative 

with the cast iron bases of the ventilation pillars displaying ornamental patterns39. In 1919 the 

ventilation at the Octagon undergrounds was not sufficient and a fan and electric motor was 

installed to try and improve this40. 

 

Octagon Undergrounds, Ladies Entrance 1919, DCC Archives 

 

Another issue was with lighting the subterranean space. As well as the artificial light, the spaces 

all had skylights to let the natural light in and pavement lights with glass lens lights41. Outside 

gas lamps and later electric lights were used to light the accessway and stairs, which were left 

burning all night. 

 

The New Undergrounds 

 

Both tenders for the two locations were sent out as two separate jobs. The contractors 

McKinnon and Hamilton, of North East Valley, won the tender for the Octagon men’s and 

women’s undergrounds with their price of £1610. These consisted of ten urinals, four water 

                                                           
39 “City Engineer Contract File 3/3, Contract 93 and 233 - Public Conveniences.” 
40 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33) 1920, General, C/3” (n.d.), Dunedin 

City Council Archives. 
41 “City Engineer Contract File 3/3, Contract 93 and 233 - Public Conveniences.” 



 

 

closets and lavatory (hand basin) for gentlemen and four water closets and lavatory for women, 

with room for attendant accommodation42. Unlike Auckland city, Dunedin provided a central 

location and a separate but adjoining convenience for women and both facilities had similar 

aesthetics43. 

 

Octagon Undergrounds, Gentlemen’s Entrance 1919, DCC Archives 

 

Mr A. Ferry, Roslyn, won the other contract for the Custom House Square conveniences for 

the price of £1130. These were for men only and had ten urinals, two water closets and lavatory 

with accommodation for an attendant (with a late change to include a wash basin in lieu of a 

water closet)44. This convenience was £480 cheaper than the dual use ones of the Octagon but 

was more decorative according to the specifications45. 

                                                           
42 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1910-1911, General, U/1.” 
43 Caroline Daley, “Flushed with Pride? Women’s Quest for Public Toilets in New Zealand,” Women’s Studies 

Journal (Auckland, N.Z.), Aut 2000; v.16 n.1:P.95-113; Issn:, 00:00 1300, 101, 

https://natlib.govt.nz/records/20643752. 
44 “Dunedin City Council Minute Book” (1910), 455, DCC Archives TC1-24. 
45 “City Engineer Contract File 3/3, Contract 93 and 233 - Public Conveniences.” 



 

 

 

Customhouse Square Undergrounds, 1919, DCC Archives 

 

With an estimated build time of six months, the excavation of the Octagon site started in March 

1910. However, even though the Octagon site had begun first, the Custom House Square site 

opened first.  The tiles ordered for the Octagon site held up the progress as the shipment arrived 

late on 24 September 1910. The Customhouse Square undergrounds opened on time with little 

fanfare in the city on the 8 November 1910. The Octagon undergrounds officially opened a few 

weeks later on 20 December 191046.  

 

The Finance Committees 1909 special fund for the underground conveniences allowed for a 

third, and simpler, underground in London Street to be built in 191047. This was outside the 

Albert Arms Hotel and was in a more prominent location, on the street corner of a busy 

intersection. This site had no planned shrubbery nor any monuments to obscure it. A. Ferry 

won the contract. It was designed for male use and cost £565 13s48. The London Street 

convenience opened in 1911. 

                                                           
46  “Evening Star,” 25 August 1910 and “City Council” 8 November 1910. 
47 Dunedin City Council, “Dunedin City Council Minute Book, 1912, TC1/25,” 665–66 TC1-24. 
48 “City Council Reports,” Evening Star, October 29, 1910, Issue 14509 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19101029.2.74. 



 

 

 

London Street Underground Conveniences, City Engineers Series, CE 14/2/2b 

 

Public Response 

 

The public certainly supported the new facilities. The numbers that were reported within a few 

weeks after opening of the facilities showed there was a demand for the conveniences. Shortly 

after the Octagon and Custom House Square facilities opened, the numbers of people who used 

them were tallied – 42,720 people in the first four weeks (the population of Dunedin in 1911-

12 was 41, 432)49. Even by today's comparisons, this number seems large. However, the 

Custom House Square area of Dunedin was a very busy, thriving area at the time, as is evident 

in the film footage below.  

https://loolady.nz/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/F8350_DUNEDIN-1912_segment._NEW.mp4 

 

Within six months, the Custom House conveniences were expanded due to the demand. The 

underground space extended further and three more water closets were built with the lavatory 

and attendants areas also enlarged50. 

                                                           
49 “Otago Daily Times,” Otago Daily Times, February 2, 1911, Issue 15057 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19110202.2.40. 
50 “City Engineers Plan - Additions to Convenience, 1911, Plan 8925” (May 23, 1911), Dunedin City Council 

Archives, https://www.flickr.com/photos/dccarchives/8711860739/in/photolist-ebUBG2-25sEnQq-egQyFv. 
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Custom House Square, DCC Archives, Drainage Plan 

Finances 

 

To help cover costs, Dunedin followed other cities in Europe and chose the “penny in the slot”, 

an automatic lock system, on the water closets as a way of generating income (the urinals were 

free). For a small installation cost, they raised significant money and were monitored by the 

attendants51. Within four weeks of opening, the two main undergrounds brought in an income 

of £28. This generation of an income would go some way to cover the running costs. The 

undergrounds were a large financial commitment for the local authority and this way of 

generating income ensured there was some resource for ongoing maintenance and staffing. 
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Source: Dunedin City Council Departmental Reports, DCC Archives 

 

The General Committee’s reports on statistics and finances are fragmented in the archives. 

There are no records other than opening income and numbers recorded in the newspaper. 

Consistent reporting only begins in 1916 in the Council’s Annual Reports. Reports after 1916 

indicate that the Ladies conveniences in the Octagon were generating the most income in most 

years. This is logical, as water closets had to be paid for, while men could use the urinals for 

free. The reports for 1925-26 show a large increase in usage statistics as Dunedin hosted the 

New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition over this period. The Exhibition ran for a year and 

had in excess of 3 million visitors – increasing the numbers in the city as well.  

 

Although the records are generally fragmented, for a short period the Dunedin City Council 

Annual Reports also included the expenditure on all public conveniences in relation to the 

income the undergrounds were generating (the only facilities that had charges). As is evident 

in the table below, there was a significant gap between income and maintenance costs causing 

financial strain in the local authority. 
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Year Income from Undergrounds Expenditure on all public 

facilities 

1917-18 £451 3 2 £1161 6 

1918-19 £463 7 11 £1197 18 

1919-1920 £659 13 5 £1320 12 13 

Source: Dunedin City Council Departmental Reports, DCC Archives 

 

Above Ground Conveniences 

 

During the same years as the undergrounds were being built, Dunedin City Council built more 

above ground facilities to keep up with demand. The King Edward Street public conveniences 

were built to cover the Kensington area in 1912. They were designed for men in the modern 

style with tiles and had a urinal and water closets. They had a visiting attendant, rather than 

one stationed on the premises. They had a controversial beginning as a neighbouring property 

owner tried to call a halt to the construction of the King Edward Street public convenience as 

it was being built near his new building. His lawyers advised the Dunedin City Council that 

their client felt disgraced and did not want his lady customer’s eyes and noses offended from 

the public convenience being so close. The building owner made a “request that Council will 

not carry out the intention of erecting so “nasty” a place in such close proximity to his 

premises”52. The Council had been forewarned by Richards that public opinion was often 

against the positioning for public conveniences. He mentioned that “other authorities had begun 

to make provisions for public conveniences, despite the routine objections or a super sensitive 

decency that the public often voiced”53. Perhaps due to Richards warnings, the Council decided 

the public demand outweighed the single complaint. 
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53 Dunedin City Council, “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1905-6.” 



 

 

 

King Edward Street Convienences,1919, DCC Archives 

 

The Manor Place conveniences built in 1912, still stand today. A structure with urinals was on 

site for many years but in 1912 a petition signed by concerned neighbouring residents and 

ratepayers complained about the structure. They were concerned about its aesthetics within the 

city scape and its offensiveness to members of the public. They called for an underground 

convenience for both sexes, especially due to its proximity to two of the City Reserves and the 

proposed upgrade for the Oval reserve54. The site was also the only public urinals between Jetty 

Street and Kensington. Chief Building Surveyor G.W. Gough agreed that a more modern 

structure like the one in Kensington could replace the old one. Using the special fund money 

allocated in 1909, the Council agreed to a new modern above ground convenience - for men 

only55.  

                                                           
54 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33) 1912, General, U/1” Letter 1085. 
55 Dunedin City Council, “Dunedin City Council Minute Book,” Volume 25, page 458. 



 

 

 

Manor Place Convenience Plans, 1912, DCC Archives, City Engineers 14/2/2/b 

 

Mr A. Ferry won the contract to build the Manor Place convenience at a cost of £295 (he had 

built both the Custom House Square and London Street undergrounds) complete with 

Twyford’s stoneware and the Twyford’s Adament design 56. The Manor Place urinals lined the 

exterior walls and formed the octagonal shape of the structure itself, mirroring the city’s 

prominent landmark. In 1919, the City Engineer described the Manor Place structure as an 

“object of beauty, draped as it is in lovely native shrubs”. The shrubbery was even more 

important to the aesthetics of an above ground station, as it provided concealment for self-

conscious patrons.  

 

DCC Archives, City Engineers Correspondence, Volume 18, 1919-1928 
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While the petitioners concern was that the above ground facilities were detrimental to areas in 

which they were situated, their call was only partly fulfilled. While the area got a new modern 

convenience, it was not underground, nor were any facilities supplied for women. The Council 

chose the cheaper above ground structure, as the special fund allocated only allowed limited 

works to be completed. 

 

Semi-underground Conveniences 

 

As well as underground and above ground conveniences, the Council also provided semi-

underground toilets. The Crawford Street semi-undergrounds, built in 1924, provided 

convenience for people attending the shows and events at the nearby Agriculture Hall and His 

Majesty’s Theatre. Situated in the middle of Crawford Street itself, the toilets caused headaches 

for patrons and Council alike as patrons exited straight into oncoming traffic. Only a raised 

concrete path around the toilet separated people from the busy two-way street. A number of 

accidents and injuries resulted - a City Engineers report in 1941 outlined one incident where a 

truck rammed into the convenience causing extensive damage. In response, it was suggested 

that a railing be built around the convenience to prevent people from walking straight into 

traffic. The conveniences were removed in 1949, after finally being deemed too dangerous. 

 

The Attendants 

 

As with other cities, Dunedin City Council employed attendants to run and maintain the 

underground conveniences. There were four male and two female attendants initially stationed 

in the Octagon conveniences and male attendants at the Custom House Square conveniences, 

who worked shift hours. Dunedin’s other facilities had visiting attendants. Council decided that 

the attendants had to be old servants of the Corporation or a widow of an ex staff member of 



 

 

the Corporation57.  There was a lot of interest in these positions and the original job applications 

remain in the Dunedin City Council Archives.  

 

Application for employment 1910, TC33, DCC Archives 

 

The attendants were essential in keeping the undergrounds in a hygienic state. They also 

managed behaviour and security within the subterranean spaces. They were required to work 

8 hours a day, 7 days a week and received 12 days leave a year on full pay. Their role was 

essentially “caretakers work and not arduous” reported the Town Clerk in 191258. Yet the Otago 

Trades and Labor Council passed a resolution expressing their regret at the attitude of Dunedin 

City Council regarding the working conditions imposed on them59. When their wages were 

brought up in City Council discussion, Councillor Todd defended the wages and claimed that 

they were well paid staff and they were also supplied with coats in the winter as well60. He also 

mentioned that if staff continued to bother individual councillors about their wages they would 

probably be dismissed and replaced.  The position was not considered to be difficult or 

strenuous work such as a labourer. However, the position did come with issues and risks, as 

this City Engineers report noted in 1919: 

                                                           
57 “Evening Star Column,” Evening Star, December 6, 1910, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19101206.2.21. 
58 Dunedin City Council. 
59 “Brevities,” Evening Star, December 16, 1910, Issue 14440 edition. 
60 “City Council,” Evening Star, September 4, 1913. 



 

 

 

 Complaint has been made lately of a nuisance on the Station itself, thus: - When the closing 

hour for the adjacent pubs arrived gentlemen who have been undergoing bar treatment come 

out into the street. The treatment is said to effect their minds and paralyses their bodies to some 

extent. They fill up the underground place and are complained of as bringing in alcoholic 

pandemonium of vulgarity, obscenity, and blasphemy to the loathing and disgust of the officer 

in charge, and all untreated persons within hearing. The paralysis of the gastric nerves, due to 

the bar treatment, causes some to empty their stomachs about the place, but the mess is 

immediately cleaned up and no complaint comes from the surface61.  

 

There were also incidents where the attendants were assaulted. In 1923, for example, the 

Council Minutes included a note that attendants had recently been assaulted in a “cowardly 

manner”62. The Council requested that the Police make more regular and frequent visits to the 

undergrounds while on duty, particularly in the evening. The Custom House Square had 

problems with drunken crowds on Saturday nights and the Police were often requested by 

Council to patrol these areas late at night. In 1919, for example, Police were requested to 

specifically check in on the undergrounds on a group of men who were alleged to be drinking 

there63. In 1939 the decision was made for the Custom House Square to be open all night to 

deal with visitors to the City, after many recent special events increased demand. The 

convenience was without an attendant from 11pm and the Superintendent of Police intimated 

that his officers would visit the site regularly during this time64. 

 

There were also complaints made against attendants. In 1919, Miss A.M Reid made complaint 

about a very intoxicated attendant. The attendant in question, was a reliever who only worked 

                                                           
61 “City Engineers Series Correspondence, Volume 18, 1919-1928” (1919), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
62 “Dunedin City Council Minute Book, 1923, TC1/4, p 436” (1923), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
63 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1919, General C/4.” 
64 Dunedin City Council, “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1938-39” (n.d.), Dunedin City Council 

Archives. 



 

 

for a fortnight and had already left the employment of council. Other patrons complained of 

being verbally assaulted and refused clean towels by some attendants65. 

 

Wider Dunedin 

 

Boroughs had historically been operated by their own councils. After 1905, these borough 

councils began to amalgamate with the Dunedin City. Suburban residents and ratepayers then 

began to request their own public facilities from the Dunedin City Council.  

 

The simplest and most economical approach was to build onto already existing premises – 

namely the Tramways buildings. Mornington applied for a public convenience in 1930, and 

while it was deferred to the next years financial spend, the convenience was built and attached 

to the tram terminus for £17066. Roslyn got a water closet in 1932 (in addition to a previous 

earlier urinal) at a Tramways stop and another attached to the fire station building67. 

 

1920’s Public Demand 

 

During the 1920s, the public continued to demand more underground facilities. One ratepayer 

who was “privileged to grouch”, stated that the lack of public conveniences in Dunedin was 

deplorable, “surely underground conveniences could be erected at, say, Forbury Corner, St. 

Clair, St. Kilda terminus, Cargill Corner, also other places too numerous to call to mind”68. 

None of these areas directly requested or suggested underground conveniences officially. St 

Kilda, running as an independent borough, applied for funding in 1925 to the Dunedin City 

                                                           
65 Dunedin City Council, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1919, General C/4.” 
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Council Archives. 
67 “Dunedin City Council Minutes, TC1/12, p 38” (July 20, 1932), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
68 “CITY NEEDS,” Evening Star, December 11, 1923, Issue 18504 edition, 
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Tramways Department for a contribution towards the costs of a public convenience attached to 

the St Kilda tramway terminus. They were turned down69.   

 

At the same time as more conveniences were being asked for by one sector of the community, 

there were still those in the community who wanted them removed. The Dunedin City Council 

received a letter in 1931 from a butcher’s premises at Kensington asking that the nearby 

convenience be removed because a) the premises were detrimental to the applicant’s business, 

b) they were an eye sore c) they were a breeding ground for flies and d) generally constitute a 

nuisance70. The Council argued they could see no grounds for the proprietor’s complaints. 

Council argued that the land was the only site available in the area and was established to meet 

the public’s demand. The structure was substantial with a ‘modern interior’ and was regularly 

seen to and cleaned.  

 

Women’s Conveniences 

 

In the history of Dunedin’s public conveniences, a lack of women’s toilets was also a particular 

issue. “Country Mother” wrote in 1924  

 

 “Where are the women citizens who are responsible for the health of women and children? 

What are they doing for their country sisters, and why is there no rest room such as they have 

in other, towns? As a visitor to your fair city on a public holiday, the only conveniences that I 

know about are at the railway station and the Octagon, and unlike the ever-fortunate male sex, 

the inevitable penny must be forthcoming for each and all. It is high time women were elected 
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on the City Council, where their influence would enable free conveniences for women and 

children to be established in the town. I am, etc”71 

 

Why were so few conveniences provided for women? Department stores did provide 

conveniences for their customers as the more time customers spent at their store, they would 

spend more. Large Dunedin companies included Brown and Ewing’s, Drapery Supply 

Association, and Kirkpatrick and Glendining & Co.  Although local Dunedin department stores 

provided restrooms for women from the 1870s, this was limited to those women who could 

afford to shop in these stores. The local authority did not supply any public conveniences for 

women before 1908 so those who did not enter the larger stores had no options.  This limited 

women’s ability to move freely in the public space. Dunedin was simply part of the 

international pattern which did not provide facilities for women.  

 

By 1904, however, some councillors were arguing in Council meetings for women’s public 

conveniences. Councillor Barr made it clear that while it had been stated by some that the first 

underground conveniences would not be used by women, experience elsewhere showed that 

this was a mistake and that over the course of time they would be used quite freely. "We should 

remember particularly," continued Cr Barr, "the needs of visitors to the city, more especially 

women who are not at home in the large shops and elsewhere.” 72 

 

The public continued to voice the problematic exclusion of women from these public spaces. 

Some were concerned that visiting women, who had no friends in the city, would not know of 

the stores which held the rest rooms73. As historian Bronwyn Daly wrote, because women were 

not provided with toilets, it reinforced the idea that they were unwanted, unassimilated to that 
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72 “Municipal Reform - Provision of Underground Conveniences.” 
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environment74. Others remarked, “Many other deficiencies mark Dunedin, and particularly so 

in regard to public conveniences for both sexes. This city is utterly lacking in even the most 

common conveniences in this respect” wrote “Ratepayer”75.  

 

Dunedin’s women were not alone in suffering under this indignity. Various women’s 

organisations around the world were lobbying for access to public spaces, recognising the 

connection between access to public facilities for women and their place in wider society76. In 

England it was a main platform of the suffragette movement77. Although London had the first 

underground conveniences in the world, built in 1855, it was another 40 years before women 

got their first conveniences, in the form of a dual-sex facility. In August 1893, the first 

convenience opened for women at Holborn. McCabe noted soon after its opening that it has 

been used extensively used by both males and females78.  The Commissioners of Sewers in the 

City of London went on to build five more underground conveniences the next year – all for 

exclusively male use. 

 

In 1908, the first Dunedin public toilets built for women were beside the tearooms at St Clair 

and were built a year before the underground conveniences in the city79. St Clair Beach was a 

popular family destination, especially once tram travel had become more common and was a 

“respectable” activity to enjoy with the family. The provision of conveniences also had a 

positive economic flow on effect for the Tramways Department, with sales of the trips to the 
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seaside and tearoom provisions. Dunedin City Council took over the running of the 

conveniences in 1910. 

 

As well as prevailing social attitudes towards acceptance of women in the public sphere, a more 

pressing issue for local authorities was the cost needed to build women’s facilities. Providing 

water closets for women was more expensive than men’s facilities. In an analysis into the 

London dual facility in 1895, McCabe noted it cost 175% more to build these type verses the 

men’s only convenience80. The undergrounds cost more in general to construct, not only due 

to being subterranean but also due to the space, water closets and lavatories required. In contrast 

above ground urinals were cheap and could be erected for £20 each. Women’s conveniences, 

however, had the ability to bring in more income in the form of charging for use. 

 

Detail of Ladies side of Octagon Undergrounds, CE 14/ 

 

1927 saw the continuation of arguments about the inadequate facilities for women. “We find 

that the needs of our womenfolk are almost entirely ignored. The position is unjust, harmful, 

and a disgrace to the city. No time should be lost in having the matter remedied. Because the 
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sex affected is not given to letter writing and is in main restrained by inherited feelings of false 

modesty - is no excuse whatever for the authorities not providing better or more numerous 

conveniences for women”, writes a “Mere Man”81. 

 

A new plan was developed to improve the Queens Gardens conveniences, always provided for 

men, which would now include accommodation or a rest room for women. This was hotly 

debated in 1927 as the site was not seen as appropriate by many due to the traffic and its 

distance from shopping areas82. While the City Council itself approved of the site, the 

Amenities Society were against a structure being there. It was their view that it would be 

unsightly on the reserve, despite the fact the men’s urinals had stood there for many years. The 

Council decided to go ahead with the plans for a ladies’ facility on the condition that the Ladies’ 

(later Women’s) Committee contribute a sum of not less than £150 towards it83. Tenders were 

invited and while Council received nine tenders, none were accepted84. The standing 

conveniences were ordered to be removed April 192885. The space on the reserve was vacated 

and no further women’s conveniences were supplied.  

 

The Ladies Advisory Committee 

 

From the late 1920s the Ladies’ Advisory Committee were active in attending to the immediate 

supervision of the local rest rooms (located in Princes Street and the Botanic Gardens). As well 

as being asked to contribute financially towards facilities (like the Queens Gardens plans) they 

worked in an advisory role for the Council. The Ladies Advisory Committee reported to the 

DCC General Committee on their work over the year and it was noted in the Annual Report of 
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1929-30 “that the measure of [their] success which has rewarded their efforts must be a source 

of no little satisfaction, not only to the Committee, but to the many women who not obtain the 

benefit of the facilities provided”86. The clerk went on to pass the sincerest thanks of the 

Council and citizens due to the valuable services which the Ladies Committee have given in 

the interests of the comfort, health and convenience of the women and children87.  

 

During the 1930s there was the usual demand for more conveniences, but a new feature was 

added to the argument – the demand for free women’s conveniences. “Surely our town could 

supply conveniences as freely for women and children as it does for men” wrote “A.F”. “Why 

should even the rest rooms not be free, and why should it be necessary to ascend steep stairs to 

them - which elderly women and mothers with babies and small children find difficulty in 

climbing?88” 

 

The Dunedin City Council continued to rely on the Ladies Advisory Committee to run the 

public rest rooms. The income generated, however, was so small that there was little available 

money made to expand public conveniences in the city. In 1934, for example, a new 

convenience and rest room was opened at Cargill’s Corner, South Dunedin and the Ladies 

Committee suggested the addition of branch rooms89. In reply the Council advised that under 

existing conditions, there was no prospect of them undertaking further financial commitments.  

The Council continued to use the Ladies Committee as advisors. In the late 1930s when the 

Octagon undergrounds were inspected by the Ladies Committee, for example, several 

improvements were made to the premises as a result. The conveniences were said to have been 

updated to “good order for the purpose for which they were designed”90. 
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Source: Dunedin City Council Annual Reports 

 

The period of 1910-1929 saw great transformations in the story of Dunedin’s public 

conveniences especially in their design, construction and visibility. A large investment had 

been made by Dunedin City Council in establishing the underground conveniences and a long-

awaited facility was also provided for women. Rest rooms began to gain momentum in the city 

as the public demanded better facilities. While Council considered the supply of the public 

conveniences as a success (numbers showed that the public certainly used the undergrounds in 

large numbers), there was a large cost in maintaining these facilities for the public need. The 

public continued to demand more facilities. The challenges over the coming decades would be 

increasing vandalism combined with high maintenance costs, as well as the rise of the women’s 

rest rooms leading to a change of use of the underground conveniences.  
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Chapter Two: The Decline of the Undergrounds 1930-1960 

 

The public underground conveniences continued to meet the needs of the public and provide 

income for Dunedin City Council into the 1920s. However, from the late 1920s, women’s 

groups began to demand more from their public facilities. There was an increasing drive from 

women to pressure the Council to provide improved and modern restrooms. This challenge, as 

well as increasing costs for maintenance and frequent vandalism, stretched the budgets to the 

limit. A shift in social attitudes towards the public facilities led to the underground 

conveniences becoming unpopular as their limited access and subterranean environment 

brought increasing challenges. All of this led to a dramatic change in architectural style for 

public facilities. 

 

Changing Spaces 

 

Dunedin saw a shift in both public attitudes and architecture over the 1940s and 1950s as the 

city moved from providing underground conveniences to rest rooms. Rest rooms were larger 

and more elaborate facilities with a wide range of services. The idea of ‘rest’ was linked to 

ideals of maternity, of providing spaces to change babies’ nappies, heat bottles and generally 

have a rest from the public space1. This is opposite from the underground convenience which 

offered one function only. The rest rooms also provided a private space away from men where 

women and children could rest within the public sphere.  
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The underground conveniences were built as modern spaces with up to date European styling 

at the turn of the century. However, within 20 years, the public began to demand more 

“modern” facilities. What led to this change in attitude around what was deemed as modern 

facilities and how could Council provide these? 

 

Rest Rooms 

 

Women had petitioned council in the early 1900s for rest rooms, especially for out of town 

visitors. The only Dunedin public facility provided was the women’s underground convenience 

opened in 1910.  While this was a great step forward in providing spaces in public for women, 

it continued to be the only public convenience supplied by the Council in the central city for 

the early twentieth century. The mid-1920s saw many women’s groups lobbying Council for 

“modern” rest rooms and creches for the city. There was a societal shift in attitude as women 

had become more accepted in public life, and mothers received the most attention in the 1920s 

and facilities were therefore provided for them. Also, the modern rest room had ‘less emphasis 

on women as creatures with a need to urinate or worse and more on women as mothers, as 

creatures with a need to rest’2. 

 

Modern rest rooms were spaces that were more inclusive – they were easily accessible, 

preferably on a ground floor and provided wider services than just a water closet when a person 

was in need. New buildings across New Zealand took on a homelier appearance, drawing 

from the Arts and Crafts and bungalow styles of architecture. The relaxed, comfortable style 

reflected the new usage and ideas around public toilets for women3. 
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The demand for more women’s public conveniences was a world-wide trend as more women 

organisations demanded more access to public space. While some overseas campaigns 

attempted for years to get local authorities to build public facilities for women, in New Zealand 

women’s groups and associations ran the facilities themselves. They organised, fundraised and 

ran their own rest rooms and creches for the local public with Council support and some 

funding4. 

 

This was certainly the case in Dunedin. The first rest room and creche was developed for the 

New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition in 1925-26. The Women’s Rest Room Committee 

established this rest room, which was made up of a loose association of women’s groups, such 

as the Young Women’s Christian Association and Women’s Christian Temperance Union. The 

Committee aimed to provide a space for women and children flowing into the city, where they 

could rest from the busy public space the Exhibition created. The committee raised the 

necessary funds from voluntary subscriptions and were aided by Mayoresses in country towns 

around the Otago region5. The structure was retained after the exhibition itself was dismantled. 

The Women’s Rest Room Committee decided to donate the rest room to the city as a gift from 

the women of Otago and it was relocated to the main entry at the local Botanic Gardens. The 

Mayor at the time, HL Tapley, spoke at an afternoon tea event held for the Women’s 

Committee. He agreed with the Committee that it was essential to have somewhere for mothers 

and country folk and their children to rest when they come to town and that Council would 

                                                           
4 Caroline Daley, “Flushed with Pride? Women’s Quest for Public Toilets in New Zealand,” Women’s Studies 
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happily accepted the gift6. Even though these were well meaning words presented in public, 

Dunedin City Council still would not provide further toilets or rest rooms for women out of the 

yearly budgets. 

 

The Women’s National Council at their meeting in May 1926 decried Dunedin as “backward” 

with its lack of women’s rest rooms and argued that the success of the Exhibition rest room 

showed the necessity of these facilities in the City7. The Trained Nurses’ Association 

representative Miss Holford stated the need to provide mothers with a rest room with an 

attached creche. The Nurses Association had been working on getting support for the project 

and had secured municipal and other organisations support. The cost was estimated to be £3000 

which would provide a rest room, creche and parcel depot with a plan to fundraise the amount 

by public subscription. At this meeting it was suggested that a suitable site may be The Triangle 

(Queens Gardens) which was seen to be in a central, accessible position. The meeting attendees 

expressed approval of building rest rooms in Dunedin and the Women’s National Council 

agreed to do everything possible to move the project forward. 

 

Dozens of representatives of the various women’s organisations presented a deputation to the 

Dunedin City Council meeting in June 1926 on the necessity of the establishment of a women’s 

rest room. These groups expressed that they felt it was the council’s “clear duty” to provide 

these necessaries8. The Deputy Mayor responded that the councillors had listened with great 

interest to the speakers and were impressed with the seriousness of the position. The council 

                                                           
6 “Exhibition Workers Entertained by Directors - Ladies’ Committees at Afternoon Tea ‘ More Rest Rooms 

Needed in City,’” Evening Star, April 21, 1926, Issue 19229 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19260421.2.18.10. 
7 “Women’s National Council - Rest Room for Mothers,” Evening Star, May 21, 1926, Issue 19255 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19260521.2.112. 
8 “Rest Room and Creche,” Otago Daily Times, June 17, 1926, Issue 19818 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19260617.2.70. 
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would “most sympathetically discuss” what had been placed before them9. While endorsing 

the necessity of the facilities, the Council were still not prepared to fully fund them, and the 

women’s organisations continued the responsibility to facilitate this need.  

 

The Reserves Section of Dunedin City Council did recommend a ladies and gentlemen’s public 

convenience on the South Western corner of the Triangle, one of the locations suggested by 

the deputation in December 1926. It was to be built on the condition that the Women’s 

Committee contribute a sum towards the building of it. This was not a rest room however, 

simply an above ground structure with a women’s side attached. The Dunedin Amenities 

Society objected strongly to this plan, which did not go ahead. While Council deliberated on 

further locations for potential women’s toilets, rest rooms were successfully established in 

Princes Street by the Women’s Rest Room Committee.  

 

What did a restroom have that an underground convenience did not? These facilities had water 

closets and lavatories but also numerous other services for public use to purchase or free of 

charge. They were also an important space for women to have a break from the public spaces. 

Rest rooms around the world shared similar key characteristics. A rest room had at least two 

separate areas, with one area containing toilet facilities. An adjoining area was used as a large 

lounge space, with furniture for women and children. These lounge areas often featured such 

amenities as tables and chairs and cots for babies and small children10. Spaces in the Princes 

Street and George Street buildings were leased by the local women’s groups who received 

funding from the Dunedin City Council towards running costs. Items that were available 

                                                           
9 “Rest Room and Creche.” 
10 Katherine Merzbacher O’Bryan, “Gender, Politics, and Power: The Development of the Ladies Rest Room 

and Lounge in Rural America, 1900-1945” (Ph.D., Middle Tennessee State University, 2013), p3 

http://search.proquest.com/history/docview/1399591309/abstract/14957121F9BA4A3APQ/17. 
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included:

 

Town Clerk 33 Correspondence, Gen W/2, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

Ideally, an attendant or matron supervised the rest room, who was charged with attending to 

the needs of the women who visited the rest room and keeping the rest room clean and in good 

working order. Two attendants were employed by Dunedin City Council to oversee the running 

of restroom in the same way that they employed staff in the undergrounds.  These staff worked 

a combined 84 hours a week at the two rest rooms in Dunedin in the 1920s. 

 

The property acquired in Dunedin was at 121 Princes Street in a central position, in a nine 

roomed house with passage accessed by a staircase. The Princes Street restrooms opened on 

20 July 1927 with formal proceedings including the Mayoress of Dunedin officially opening 

the rooms. The position was importantly centrally located, alongside the Commercial Bank, 

and for the “purposes of tired women it is desirable also in that the windows are on a busy part 

of a busy street." The City Council’s Rest Rooms Committee had the rooms repapered and 

organised the plumbing and the furnishings were the responsibility of the Women’s Rest 

Rooms Committee. 
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There were two rooms, one for women without children with writing tables and the other was 

for those women accompanied by children. The mothers and children’s room had two Plunket 

cots for babies, and “more than half the furniture is of the dwarf character used in kindergartens 

and nurseries”. There were also donations from the public of a doll’s house and cushions. The 

attendant’s room opened off the main room with toilets near this11. 

 

A further restroom opened at Cargill’s Corner by the Women’s Standing Committee (also 

known as Women’s Rest Room Committee) on 25 October 193512. The Women’s Standing 

Committee used the gift of £20 from the funds of existing rest rooms for furnishing the space 

and they believed it would compare favourably to the City and Botanic Gardens rest rooms13. 

 

The rest rooms across Dunedin proved to be very popular. It was estimated that 10,000 women 

made use of the rooms during Christmas and New Year period of 1937-38 and of these it was 

considered that two-thirds were country women and visitors from other centres14. During the 

holiday periods the rest rooms in the Gardens were also extensively used, with several thousand 

women taking advantage of the facilities. The Cargill’s Corner rest rooms initially did not 

attract the same numbers, but as their presence became known greater numbers used them. The 

use was gratifying to the Women’s Rest Room Committee as they proved to the City Council 

there was a need. “When the proposal was first advanced the committee was told there was no 

necessity for such rooms, and when finally, the rooms in Princes street were handed over for 

the purpose the corporation, it was stated, considered the project more or less doomed to failure.  

                                                           
11 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Princes Street Suite Ready,” Evening Star, July 19, 1927, Issue 19612 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19270719.2.50. 
12 “Women’s Rest Rooms, Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1935, General, W/2. 10054” 

(December 6, 1935), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
13 “Women’s Rest Rooms at Cargill’s Corner, Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1935, General, 

W/2. 893e” (October 12, 1935), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
14 “10,000 Visitors - Women’s Rest Centres Popular,” Evening Star, January 6, 1938, Issue 22849 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19380106.2.107. 
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Interactive Map showing underground convenience sites and rest room site in Central Dunedin. 

Underground Convenience 

Rest Rooms 

 Above ground Toilet 

 

Quite recently the rooms were reconditioned, and the staff increased, factors which speak for 

themselves” 15. The demand was such on the city rooms, that the Women’s Committee intended 

to approach Dunedin City Council requesting additional rooms be opened near Frederick 

Street. This area was very busy part of town with buses starting from the Frederick Street corner 

                                                           
15 “10,000 Visitors - Women’s Rest Centres Popular,” Evening Star, January 6, 1938, Issue 22849 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19380106.2.107. 
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to the hill suburbs and the Hospital was nearby. The whole area was only serviced by the 

London Street underground for men. 

 

Although it had been a struggle to obtain suitable premises in this area, in 1939 new rest rooms 

were opened by the Women’s Rest Room Committee in George Street near the Frederick Street 

intersection. The space had a large rest room and a writing room. They planned to also build a 

room in which parcels may be left, and there were extensive toilet arrangements. Although the 

Committee had tried to lease ground floor rooms it was not possible to obtain them, “but the 

stairs are very easy and should be negotiated without trouble by the aged”.16 

 

Town Clerk 33 Correspondence, Gen W/2, 8200B, Dunedin City Council Archives 

                                                           
16 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Preparing New George Street Quarters,” Evening Star, November 16, 1939, Issue 

23425 edition, https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19391116.2.66. 
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The popularity of the existing rooms did not diminish. Record attendances were noted at the 

rest rooms over Labour weekend, and “the continued high patronage has revealed time and 

again that the value of the rooms has not been exaggerated”17. 

 

With this high level of use the Women’s Rest Room Committee continued to improve the 

spaces. The installation of radio sets was an addition to the various rooms and an electric water 

heater had been introduced at the Gardens rooms. The original rooms in Princes Street and the 

Gardens received new furniture. The three rooms across the City and a creche were now used 

in ever increasing numbers in 1940. “Patronage of the Princes street rooms has risen by several 

hundred women a week” 18. This was attributed to the increased number of women working 

during the day, having been recalled to factory or office work through the enlistment of men in 

World War II. Women were leaving their children in care of the creche, whose husbands were 

away on active service. Country women, in town for a day’s shopping, were also supporters of 

the nursery19. 

.  

Evening Star, Issue 23870, 28 April 194120 

                                                           
17 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Preparing New George Street Quarters.” 
18 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Several Amenities Introduced,” Evening Star, September 18, 1940, Issue 23684 

edition, https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19400918.2.64. 
19 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Several Amenities Introduced.” 
20 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Letter to the Editor,” Evening Star, April 28, 1941, Issue 23870 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19410428.2.78.4. 
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While the Women’s Rest Room Committee worked tirelessly in providing these facilities to 

the public, the Council were supervising the work and aiding the Committee with building 

work where they could. While Council funds were being provided for the women’s restrooms 

and creches, very little money was going towards the public undergrounds. 

 

On the 30 September 1940 the Women’s Rest Room Committee decided to cease all control of 

the various restrooms around the city. The Rest Room Committee in a letter to Council stated 

they felt they had done their part and had worked hard on getting the rest rooms up and running 

in the city. “We would like to remind your Council that we presented the Gardens Rest Room 

building to the City Council and at no time has your Council ever contributed to stocks or 

furniture, and…my position has been entirely honorary” wrote Mrs Herbert, secretary of the 

Committee21. The Council thanked the Committee for their generous service to the city. 

 

The Chief Sanitary Inspector was now in charge of running the restrooms. This involved 

Council taking over paying wages, employing staff, providing and updating stocks and 

furniture. There were initial teething issues as Council came to grips with running the 

restrooms. The first estimates that were to be prepared by the Chief Sanitary Inspector were 

incorrect as he had failed to include the rental of the rest room in George Street and was 

unaware of an additional attendant employed in the weekends. A supplementary vote to cover 

this expenditure was referred to the Finance Committee to cover this22. 

 

                                                           
21 Mrs A Herbert, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1940, General, W/2, 7589c” (October 9, 

1940), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
22 “Women’s Rest Rooms, Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1940, General, W/2, 9483” 

(November 12, 1940), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
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Dunedin City Council further asked the Women’s Rest Room Committee to continue to advise 

them in matters to do with the operation of the rest rooms23. The Women’s Rest Room 

Committee wrote “though we are relinquishing the financial branch of the Rooms we shall 

have pleasure in working with your Council in the capacity of an advisory committee”24.  

 

Rise of Vandalism and Abuse 

 

Problems arising from vandalism continued to increase over the twentieth century and the 

1930s and 1940s saw a rise in vandalism and abuse of the city’s public spaces. Underground 

facilities were particularly vulnerable to this being hidden away from the public eye view and 

when unattended overnight, people could still access the spaces by simply climbing over the 

railing and gates.  

 

From the beginning, the underground conveniences suffered from damage at the hands of 

patrons. Problems such as broken toilet seats and smashed doors occurred regularly. Council 

always tried to recover costs from the individuals themselves. The police helped to monitor 

these spaces as best they could and were often requested by Council to make special checks of 

the subterranean spaces while they were on duty in the area. In one case before the courts, two 

men were charged with ‘casting of offensive matters’. The Magistrate commented that some 

of the issue was the opening hours - it was absurd to close public conveniences at 11 o’clock 

at night - “casting of offensive matters, especially by strangers to the city, had been subject of 

many complaints.” 25 In 1939 because of representations made by the Magistrate of the Police 

                                                           
23 “Women’s Rest Rooms, Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1940, General, W/2, 7589” 

(December 9, 1940). 
24 Herbert, “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1940, General, W/2, 7589c.” 
25 “Early Closing Hours,” Evening Star, October 2, 1936, Issue 22459 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19361002.2.105. 
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Court, arrangements were made to keep the Customhouse Square facilities open all night. 

However, this would be for a trial period only and the Police had promised to monitor it as 

Council were not providing attendants to work in the conveniences during these hours26. 

 

The Exchange, 1949, PAColl-8163-60 Alex Turnbull Library Collections 

 

The Museum grounds conveniences also caused problems, even though they were above 

ground because they were in a secluded position. Council originally chose to erect the building 

in a more prominent position, but they received opposition and complaints about the original 

site, so were compelled to move it. As well as the site being abused, it also ended up being 

locked to prevent use, as the drain it had to attach to constantly became blocked. In 1940, it 

was suggested the site be moved to a more prominent accessible site fronting the side entrance 

of the Museum.  

 

The St Clair convenience site was particularly bad and by 1950 had issues with fittings being 

interfered with, water supply being turned off, sanitary towels thrown on the floor or in the 

water closet’s causing blockages. “The walls of this convenience are continuously being 

                                                           
26 “Dunedin City Council Minutes, 1939, TC1/17 Page 146” (1939), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
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covered in rude drawings and writings usually in lipstick, crayon, knives, or nail files27. These 

toilets were cleaned every second day and had already had previous issues with smashed 

windows which were reported to the Police. However, the police could not do much about it 

and the Council continued to pay for repairs and reported these acts of vandalism to police. 

 

The Evening Star reported in 1955 that ratepayers had been footing the bill for this vandalism. 

“In every five-year period, for at least the last quarter century, residents of Dunedin have footed 

a £1000 bill for repairs to the city conveniences”28. This was on top of what estimates had 

allowed. Vandals seemed determined to break the light bulbs in the conveniences with up to 6 

light bulbs a week being smashed at a cost of £50-60 a year. Even iron lamp covers were not 

enough to protect the bulbs, with offenders simply pushing through sticks through to the bulb 

to break them. Most conveniences were vandalised at night and not only were the conveniences 

dangerous to patrons with no lights they also “acted as party sites for late-nights who preferred 

to stay on the streets rather than return to their homes”29. Even when police were brought in, 

they were helpless, and the Council felt it was impossible to catch the offenders. 

 

As a way of curbing this anti-social behaviour, Council planned to situate new conveniences 

in more prominent places in the hope that the vandalism and mistreatment would stop30.  Most 

of the buildings and appointments were out-dated and the Council planned to gradually replace 

the older facilities, though it was “difficult to provide modern facilities in the face of continued 

mistreatment of these public utilities”.31 

 

                                                           
27 “TC33 Correspondence, Gen C/2, 1950, 833A” (February 10, 1950), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
28 “Ratepayers Foot Big Bill for Theft, Vandalism,” Evening Star, August 30, 1955. 
29 “Ratepayers Foot Big Bill for Theft, Vandalism.” 
30 “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1955-56” (1956), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
31 “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1957-58” (1958), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
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Maintenance 

 

As well as increasing costs needed to repair damage caused by vandalism, there was also a 

rising cost in the maintenance of the undergrounds and other conveniences around the city. The 

Council departmental report for 1944-45 stated that the Princes Street rest room was in a bad 

state of repair and further provision was going to be necessary as the accommodation provided 

was now inadequate, particularly for mothers with babies32.  

 

With its unique location in the middle of a busy two-way street, the Crawford Street semi-

underground convenience caused issues for patrons and the Council. The conveniences stuck 

out but also had no protective iron railing around the structure like the other undergrounds in 

the City did. It had a slightly raised footpath but there was concern from the public in 1940 that 

a person whose “mind was preoccupied when leaving the convenience” may be killed by 

coming traffic if they stepped into the road. The Chief Sanitary Inspector argued that a person 

exercising normal alertness would not need a rail and warned the railing itself could prove 

problematic for traffic33. The next year a truck collided with the structure itself causing damage 

to both the truck and conveniences34. In 1949, these were removed. 

 

Crawford Street semi-undergrounds, Otago Daily Times files 

                                                           
32 “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1944-45” (1945), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
33 “Crawford Street Convenience Protective Rails, City Engineers Correpsondence 1940” (February 5, 1940), 

Dunedin City Council Archives. 
34 “Crawford Street - Convenience, City Engineers Correpsondence 1941” (August 15, 1941), Dunedin City 

Council Archives. 
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A proposal was put forward in 1945 to lengthen the railings and remove the gates of the Custom 

House Square undergrounds after a complaint was laid with the council that the railings were 

too short35. These complaints arose after one incident led to a man falling down the stairs into 

the underground space. The man lay unconscious at the bottom of the stairs as people continued 

to walk over him, and reports stated he stunk of liquor. “I have observed persons of all ages 

and with various disabilities negotiating these steps, but I have never noticed a sober person 

having any difficulty” stated Mr Stokes, Chief Sanitary Inspector. He was adamant that this 

particular incident was because the man was under the influence, but he was of the opinion that 

lengthening of the railings and the removal of the gates would assist elderly persons and those 

with disabilities, particularly returned soldiers36. He therefore recommended the work and 

authorised the removal of the gates to increase access. 

 

The subterranean spaces were cold and damp. One attendant suffered from bronchitis and could 

not continue to work underground as it affected his health37. Other attendants often resigned 

due to ill health. Leaks began to appear in the Custom House Square undergrounds in 1950. 

The cause was attributed to the turnaround of the heavy trolley buses causing vibrations that 

effected water service and in turn affected the stability of the walls38. This type of traffic was 

not taken into consideration when the undergrounds were first constructed.  

 

                                                           
35 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1945, General, C/2 4781a” (July 24, 1945), Dunedin City 

Council Archives. 
36 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1945, General, C/2 4781a.” 
37 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33) 1950, General, C/2, 1915b” (April 26, 1950), Dunedin City 

Council Archives. 
38 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33), 1950, General, C/2, 1199” (February 17, 1950). 
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The George Street restrooms became harder and harder to improve due to its awkward staircase 

By 1954 it was closed and Council had replaced it with a small women’s rest room and bus 

shelter at ground level approved in May 195539.  

 

Plan 891 TC33 Correspondence 1955, Gen, W/2/11 

Athenaeum decision 

 

With three restrooms operating in the city area, usage numbers continued to rise. However, 

again the sites had issues with access, like the underground women’s convenience in the 

Octagon. The main central rest rooms were both located up steep, narrow staircases meaning 

it was very difficult for anyone with disabilities or prams and luggage to make their way up to 

the space. One letter writer wrote in response to complaints of the staircase - " Young Mother 

"complains that the stairs at the Women's Rest Rooms are dangerous to climb with a baby in 

                                                           
39 “Dunedin City Council Annual Report 1953-54” (1954), Dunedin City Council Archives. 
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arms, another by the hand, and parcels.40 They were not fit for purpose and were old premises 

and were difficult to clean effectively. 

 

Some in the community were not supportive of women having any extra spaces during the time 

of war. “Personally, I think it is very selfish and weak for women to be wishing for anything 

more of that kind in times like these, when our men and Empire are fighting for their lives. All 

extras in the way of comforts should be given to our fighting forces. The women are lucky 

indeed in having these three comfortable rest rooms. I also agree with the person who said, 

“Let the affairs of our city he run by the men who have the brains and experience.” The idea 

of a woman mayor of our city—what impudence! Dunedin would look undignified with a 

woman as mayor. l am, etc., Empire First. April 2641. 

 

The Dunedin Housewives Association wrote to the Council in 1945 requesting that the Council 

make the Women’s rest rooms a priority in the upcoming budgets. They outlined the issues 

they thought were most pressing. Better access for the elderly and young mothers in getting up 

to the restrooms was a priority42. They were also concerned about the cramped space and 

argued that there should be better accommodation provided for the attendants with improved 

heating. Twenty-two women’s organisations had signed the letter to the council stating they 

wanted a new location for the restrooms away from the Princes Street site43. The Housewives’ 

                                                           
40 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Letter to the Editor,” Evening Star, May 3, 1945, Issue 25474 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19450503.2.99.4. 
41 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Letter to the Editor,” April 28, 1941. 
42 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1945, General, W/2” (December 29, 1945), Dunedin City 

Council Archives. 
43 List of organisations were: Otago University Women’s Association, Otago Trained ?? Association, Otago 

Hockey Association, Otago Croquet Association, Otago Young Women’s Bible Class Union, Otago Methodist 

Young Women’s Bible Class, Otago Labour Party Women’s Branch, Waitaki Old Girls Association, Austrial ? 

Club, NZ Townswomen Guild D?, NZ Society Prevention of Women & Children, RSA Women’s Section, 

Otago Women’s Teachers Association, Otago Ladies Bowling Association, Pensioners Invalids Widows 

Association, Theosophical Women’s Association, Dunedin French Club, Registered Nurses Association, Te Wai 

Pounamu ex ? Association, Social Credit Association, Federation of University Women, Provincial Branch of 

League of Mothers   
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Association suggested the old Fire Station building in Harrop Street, or any nearby site that 

was available44. The Association did not favour alterations to the present Princes Street 

property, because, if altered, it would be artificially lit day and night, as well as requiring the 

installation of an air conditioning plant. This would not be suitable for rest rooms for women 

and children. “Who wants a modern black hole of Calcutta in our midst?” Mrs Rust, the 

secretary of the Association asked45. It is essential that wherever the rest rooms are to be, access 

to them must be on the street level.46 

 

 

List of organisations who signed letter, TC 33 Correspondence, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

                                                           
44 “Women’s Rest Rooms,” Otago Daily Times, December 18, 1945, Issue 26029 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19451218.2.52. 
45 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Housewives Views,” Evening Star, March 14, 1947, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19470314.2.107. 
46 “Women’s Rest Rooms - Housewives Views.” 
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Women’s rest room accommodation was under discussion at the 23 April meeting of Dunedin 

City Council in 1945. Councillor Connelly moved that a new building should be built to replace 

the old rest rooms and provision needed to be made to Councils next year’s estimates47. The 

Finance Committee stated that this proposal was quite impractical at the present time, as it 

would cost a lot of money, which could not come from rates. Councillor McMillan pointed out 

that there needed to be increased accommodation for women and he urged any new rooms 

should be planned as part of reserves or included in day nurseries if possible. He suggested the 

Queens Gardens would be a suitable site48. 

 

The Council notified the groups that they were investigating the issue and several sites were 

suggested as suitable. However, the Queens Garden site, suggested by Councillor McMillan 

and the deputation from women’s organisations, received strong reaction from the Dunedin 

Amenities Society. While they supported the case for Women’s Rest Rooms in general, they 

were strongly opposed to one being located on the Queens Gardens, Octagon or Market 

Reserve49. Members had expressed their opinion at the meeting of the Dunedin Amenities 

Society in May 1945, that rest room accommodation should be provided near the main 

shopping areas and that George Street was a much more suitable site for a second rest room. 

They believed the two rest rooms and other added lavatory accommodation would meet the 

needs of the public in years to come50. 

 

During the rise of popularity in rest rooms, the women’s undergrounds were still frequented, 

but their access made them undesirable to visit. They did not have the added extras a rest room 

                                                           
47 “Women’s Rest Rooms - New Premises Sought - Not Possible Out of Rates,” Otago Daily Times, April 24, 

1945. 
48 “Women’s Rest Rooms - New Premises Sought - Not Possible Out of Rates.” 
49 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1945, General, W/2, 2452b” (May 24, 1945), Dunedin City 

Council Archives. 
50 “Town Clerk Series 33 Correspondence (TC33),1945, General, W/2, 2452b.” 
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did, and the stairs continued to prevent access for some. While great effort was made to screen 

the Women’s undergrounds in the Octagon for its opening and later in 1932 (where further 

screening and rockeries were added) the rest rooms did not have the same stigma – while using 

the underground conveniences could be an embarrassment for some, entry into a rest room was 

not so fraught as a woman could be making use of any number of the facilities provided. The 

rest rooms were also seen as a safer environment to visit. 

 

The following Notice of Motion was adopted by Dunedin City Council on 18 December 1945: 

“That it be a recommendation from the Council that estimates, and plans be prepared to enable 

the erection of a modern Women’s Rest Room”. The original motion also included “on the 

Council’s property adjoining the present Women’s Rest Room in Princes Street to be proceeded 

with next year”51.  

 

This was further considered by the Finance Committee who were waiting on a report from the 

City Engineers and Electricity Department to see if this area could be utilised. On closer 

examination by the Engineers, it was felt it would be preferable to obtain a much-needed 

additional office space for Council staff in closer proximity to the Municipal Chambers, rather 

than use it as a rest room52. 

 

Money remained an issue as the Council sought to fund this needed space. The Finance 

Committee reported that it had given special consideration towards funding for women’s rest 

rooms but that it found it “impossible to provide for such a major outlay out of revenue”53. 

Again, delay frustrated some councillors as “the present rest rooms were totally inadequate, 

                                                           
51 “Women’s Rest Rooms.” 
52 “Proposal to Provide New City Conveniences,” Evening Star, April 1, 1960. 
53 “New Rest Rooms,” Otago Daily Times, May 8, 1945, Issue 25838 edition, 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19450508.2.75. 
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and it was no compliment to the council that these conditions should continue”, one Councillor 

stated54.  

 

The Dunedin Women’s Branch of the New Zealand Labour wrote to Council several times 

hoping the women of Dunedin would not have to wait “yet another year” for essential rest 

rooms55. A column in the Otago Daily Times noted ‘It is an urgent necessity every mother will 

readily agree, and as soon as a suitable site is obtained, the Mayor, Mr Cameron, assures me 

the council will do all it can to erect such a building”. It continued by mentioning a letter 

received to the column that stated it should be women who find the suitable site.  “The women 

should say where it is to be; and that is just what we are asked, in fact challenged, to do ‘Find 

the site.’ We need a downstairs site if possible and we need a site near the centre of the city. 

So that is the present position—are there any suggestions of suitable sites that are available for 

present purchase? Here is your chance. Dunedin women, can you find a suitable site for a rest 

room?56” 

 

At the meeting of 18 August 1947, Dunedin City Council finally announced it would lease the 

Athenaeum building for the purpose of a public restroom. The site was a good location being 

right in the Octagon, across the road from the Octagon undergrounds. A sum of £5000 had 

been allocated by the Finance Committee for alterations to the Athenaeum, which was allocated 

from the Water Department estimates after it was calculated they would underspend57. After 

somewhat protracted negotiations between the Athenaeum Committee and the General 

                                                           
54 “Women’s Rest Rooms Accommodation Inadequate,” Evening Star, April 26, 1945, 
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Committee of the City Council, agreement was reached between the two bodies on the method 

of alterations and the lease of portion of the Athenaeum building to the City Council58. The 

lease was for 21 years with a right for renewal for another 21 years and covered the whole of 

the ground floor. The building was to be completely renovated, with the agreement that if the 

Athenaeum Committee did take the building back they would get the benefit of the 

improvements.  

 

The Octagon 1947, showing the underground conveniences and the Athenaeum behind the Monument, 

Authors collection 
 

Mrs W. K. Cameron, president of the Dunedin branch of the National Council of Women 

stated, “We are very, very pleased with the site,” to the Evening Star. “This new site is going 

to be much better for mothers with children and old people, who will not need to struggle with 

stairs, ’added Mrs Cameron.59 

 

The public were notified of the proposal for the city’s new rest rooms. The council declared 

that they hoped to open the new premises in 5-6 months’ time. Tenders were duly called, and 
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five were received, the lowest being £6343 from the Love Construction Company. In addition 

to this amount, provision had to be made for certain furnishings, the architect’s fees and the 

total sum required rose to £725560. As this was considerably more than the amount allocated 

for the work, the question of a supplemental vote had to be referred to the Finance Committee. 

“I am happy to say that this committee, taking a broad view of the position, has reported 

favourably and the lowest tender was accepted,” Councillor Smith said61. Being in a central 

position and on the ground floor, the rooms should prove a great convenience to the women of 

Dunedin and their young families, Councillor Smith went on to say.  

 

The new premises were reported in detail in the local newspapers. When patrons entered on 

the ground floor the mother’s room was located right near the entrance. There was room for 

mothers to push their prams into the room and facilities included areas for changing and feeding 

babies. A children’s lavatory opened off this space in one corner. An electric power point and 

equipment would enable milk to be heated as well. And importantly, there were no charges for 

use of equipment in the mother’s room62. There were 10 lavatories (no longer called wc’s) 

facing six basins, make up shelves and mirrors. The whole area was partitioned off from the 

entrance corridor for privacy. Between the lavatories and the lounge there were two extra 

“dressing toilets”, small compact spaces equipped with basins and mirrors63. 

 

The main room was a 17ft by 11ft lounge with upholstered furniture and seating for women 

waiting engagements or wanting a rest. There was also a writing bay, 12ft by 10ft, off the main 

room which was partitioned off. At the end of the entrance corridor within the rest rooms was 
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a reception bay, where the attendant was stationed from 8am-11pm. Parcels could be left there 

and first aid equipment and various accessories, such as safety pins could be purchased. 

The lino was brown and green inlaid and the whole colour scheme was to be an “attractive light 

shade”, as opposed to the dark underground conveniences. “The whole thing should be very 

attractive. The general furnishings and decorations will blend with the colour scheme adopted” 

anticipated Mr McDowell Smith, City Architect64.  

 

New Women’s Rest Rooms, 29 August 1950, Otago Daily Times, Issue 27480 

 

The women’s rest room opened on 29 August 195065. The Mayoress Lady Cameron officially 

turned the key in the lock and the Mayor Sir Donald Cameron presided at the public function 

to be held in the lounge66. The same week advertisements ran in the local papers advising that 

both the Princes Street and nearby women’s underground conveniences were now closed67. 
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Town Clerk 33 Correspondence, Gen W/2, 1950, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

Within a month the new and improved restrooms were already bringing in more revenue than 

the Princes Street rest room and undergrounds combined68.  

 

Location Locks Parcels services etc Total 

Underground and Princes 

Street Restrooms - August 

£45/2/11d £4/15/2 £50/8/1d 

New Athenaeum - September £50/4/3d £4/16/8d £55/0/11d 

 

Town Clerk Series 33, 1950, Gen W/2, 7608, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

What was to become of the Octagon women’s undergrounds? The space could not compete 

with the rest rooms across the room for services. The future of the space was considered by 

Council after the Chief Sanitary Inspector wrote a report outlining potential options.  
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Closure of Women’s Undergrounds 

 

Once the women’s undergrounds were officially closed, the Dunedin City Council needed to 

decide what to do with the vacant space. They had originally debated the possibility of 

remodelling the women’s undergrounds and combining the space with the men’s 

undergrounds. The Chief Sanitary Inspector had requested that a decision be made as the 

Athenaeum rest rooms were about to open and recommended the plan to combine the two 

spaces together. However, while an amount was placed on the estimates it was later deleted 

and the alterations were not proceeded with. 

 

Ladies Undergrounds, Octagon, 1919, DCC Archives 

While the Chief Sanitary Inspector’s advice to combine the underground space was not taken 

on board, a decision was made to open the women’s underground at night in 1951 to coincide 

with the rest rooms closure overnight. This ensured longer hours available for public use. The 

Chief Sanitary Inspector thought this was unnecessary as women would not use this space at 

night. Only 16 women used the space in the first month. He was further proved correct when 

over the period of 3 ½ years, from 18 October 1951 to 4 May 1955, only 13 people used the 
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undergrounds69. He again argued for an arch to open the space between the men’s and women’s 

sections, which would also improve ventilation in the subterranean space. Five years later, the 

City Engineers were finally given the go ahead to drive through and open up the Octagon 

conveniences. This would mean a loss of two water closet’s but was seen the most economical 

way forward. However, the archway never went ahead on the grounds of the expense and the 

“general policy of eliminating underground conveniences, with their dangerous steps for 

elderly and the fact that vandalism and misuse were more difficult to suppress in this type of 

convenience”70.  The women’s conveniences were “locked and useless” and its entrance and 

steps became filled with leaves and all kinds of refuse. 

Attendants 

 

Over the period of 1940-50s underground attendants became harder to attract into the position. 

With previous assaults and options of working in the rest rooms, the positions became harder 

and harder to fill. The wider impact of World War II did not affect employment in the position 

as it suited people who were after lighter duties (and therefore would not have been enlisted). 

Those returning from War were given preference for the attendant positions. Mr Carter, who 

was a returned soldier in 1945 with 4 children, could apply, even thought he was late in his 

application, for a vacancy at the men’s conveniences in the Octagon71.  He suffered from 

neurosis and this position would suit his condition as he preferred to work on his own. His 

application was considered with two others who applied. Out of the two other men who applied, 

one had a disability which prevented him from performing his usual duties and preference was 

given to him over the other more abled-bodied applicant. 
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In 1945, the Sanitary Inspector had to make temporary arrangements to have enough staff to 

run the conveniences. He was forced to re-employ two retired employees, neither of which had 

been medically examined (which was a requirement) and he was doubtful they would pass. He 

recommended to Council that they be employed until he could fill the positions with suitable 

candidates72. 

 

The position of female attendant in the Princes Street rest rooms was reported as a “very 

responsible and heavy one”73. The attendant was expected to be very hardworking, honest and 

able to deal with the public who in many instances require “firm handling”74.  The attendants 

in the Princes Street site were not able to leave the building once they came on duty and were 

required to constantly clean to keep up the “shining condition” it is always found in. 

 

Female convenience and rest room staff were given an increase in wages in 1945 to bring them 

into line with their northern counterparts, which may have attracted a few more people into the 

positions75.  There was “jealousy and dissatisfaction” amongst the Princes Street attendants 

over rates of pay as one senior attendant (who had done many years of service) was paid more 

than her newer counterparts. It was agreed that a more harmonious work environment could be 

reached if all the women employed would be paid the same salary when she retired. For 

vacancies advertised for ‘Female Attendants Octagon Conveniences’ in 1946, only three 

applications were received, while at the Princes Street Restrooms seven applications were 

received.  
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Wage increases for Female Convenience and Rest Room Attendants 

Current wage pre 1945 £2:9:8d £3:7:6d £3:10:0d 

New Wage June 1945 £3:5:0d £3:10:0d £3:15:0d 

Dunedin City Council Minutes TC 10/22 (June 5, 1945) 

 

In 1950 the Chief Sanitary Inspector was still stating “excellent service is being rendered to the 

community by the Rest Rooms and Conveniences, but it is still difficult to secure suitable staff 

to maintain the premises.76” One attendant suffered from bronchitis and couldn’t continue to 

work underground as it affected his health77.  By 1959 extra cleaning services of a urinal cleaner 

were required for late afternoons and early evening. A Urinal Cleaner worked a 40 hours week 

and then received time and half on weekend on top of attendants who worked two shifts of 8 

hours a day78. 

 

Proposal for New City Conveniences 

An investigation into the possibility of replacing all the underground conveniences with more 

modern structures at footpath level was initiated in 1957. There were three women’s rest rooms, 

six women’s conveniences and 15 men’s conveniences maintained by the Council in Dunedin 

and the three men’s conveniences underground remained. “These have served the city for about 

50 years and are subject to considerable vandalism79.” The investigation showed it had become 

increasingly difficult to maintain the undergrounds to the required standard due largely to the 

difficulty in attracting suitable employees for the role of attendant. The Council agreed with 

the Chief City Health Inspector’s report that every effort should be made to replace the 
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undergrounds conveniences with more modern structures at ground floor level. This was a shift 

in thinking – no longer was the underground convenience favoured due to being ‘hidden’ away 

from the public’s eyes. It was the fact it was “hidden away” which caused Council problems 

with high rates of vandalism and abuse. The acquisition of ground for the purpose “will be 

difficult and expensive” but the matter would be reviewed for attention when potential land 

became available. 

The City Engineers were tasked with investigating sites for potential new city conveniences in 

March 196080. As part of the investigation in the Exchange area, one site was identified in the 

basement of the Social Security building, near the Custom House undergrounds. This was 

problematic due to its awkward shape; existing heating pipes and its access was a couple of 

steps below ground level. The Pix Café, in the Stock Exchange building was a basement level 

area occupied by tea rooms. It was 1000 square feet and the floor was at footpath level. It was 

also considered suitable to be used for male and females. This quickly became a key site. 

 

Dunedin City Council Archives 
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The Council’s Finance Committee recommended the site of Pix Café in the Stock Exchange 

building should be purchased to provide conveniences in the area. The accommodation would 

include 8 urinal stall, 3 toilet’s and wash basin for men and 3 toilet’s and 2 wash basins for 

women. Women would also have a rest room measuring 18ft by 14ft. The need was urgent in 

the area and the committee hoped their recommendation would be approved quickly, even more 

so as the department store Brown Ewing’s’ had recently closed their private rest rooms.  The 

Finance Committee also recommended that the land and buildings owned by Dunedin City 

Council in Princes Street be offered for sale as the first step towards the provision of additional 

office space and showroom accommodation for Council departments81.  The premises on the 

Bond Street frontage of the Stock Exchange building were taken over and converted for use as 

a men’s and women’s convenience and opened in November 1960. It provided a new design 

in public toilets featuring stainless steel bowls on concrete floors. Gone were the porcelain 

urinals and water closets, decorative tiling and the penny in the slot systems.  
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Proposed Male and Female Conveniences, Bond Street, Building Permit 4746, 1960, Dunedin City 

Council Archives 

 

Extensive repairs were undertaken on the Octagon men’s undergrounds in 1959 but within two 

years the roof was leaking again “the age and general deterioration of the structure, with its 

ancient design and fittings, render it unfit to be used much longer without considerable 
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expense” reported the Chief Sanitary Inspector82. As well as the underground conveniences the 

Athenaeum rest rooms also needed repairs in 1959 to its entrance way and to repair leaks in 

the roof and improvement to its ventilation of the rest rooms and to renovate the mother’s room. 

 

The underground conveniences continued to meet the basic needs of the public during the 

1930s to the 1950s. However, the drive from women’s groups demanding improved and 

modern restrooms and increasing costs for maintenance and constant vandalism, stretched the 

Council budgets who struggled to fund the underground conveniences. There was a major shift 

in both the public and the Council thinking. The public wanted prominent, accessible, 

comfortable, and attractive spaces while the Dunedin City Council began to follow a policy of 

providing any new conveniences above ground to try and avoid high costs of vandalism and 

abuse. All of this led to a dramatic change in architectural style for public facilities. The Council 

agreed that “every effort should be made to replace these buildings with more modern 

structures at ground floor level”83 and within 50 years the undergrounds had become surplus 

and unwanted.  
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Chapter Three: Demolitions 1960s 

Investigations into potential new city conveniences began in 1957 and by 1960 Dunedin City 

Council was committed to replacing the old underground conveniences with new modern 

structures at ground floor level, with a change in policy. 

The 1960s saw a wave of architectural changes in Dunedin, with a major redevelopment of the 

southern central business district where many public conveniences were located. Victorian 

style buildings were becoming undesirable and costly to upkeep. Many government and local 

government buildings in Dunedin were demolished in this decade (the most infamous being 

the Stock Exchange building) and in their place, new architectural multi-storied buildings were 

built.  

The underground conveniences also came under criticism and were viewed by Council as being 

“old fashioned” and antiquated. The subterranean spaces were becoming increasingly difficult 

to maintain. It was thought that new above-ground concrete block conveniences would be more 

accessible for the public and more cost effective for Dunedin City Council to operate, clean 

and maintain. Council adopted the general policy of building above ground for any new 

conveniences. 

As significantly, along with a change in Council policy, there was a change in attitudes from 

the public towards the conveniences.  No longer was there a public need to have conveniences 

out of site, underground or hidden amongst shrubberies. One of the main complaints was that 

the conveniences were difficult to find and therefore needed to be in more prominent places. 

Council also decided that the conveniences would be better above ground, in view of the public 

as a way to deter vandalism and anti-social behaviour, which was becoming costly and made 

the areas unsafe.   



In 1957 Chief Sanitary Inspector Stokes wrote a report to Council that advised that they should 

be planning for long term options around sites and structures of future conveniences. These 

issues around conveniences included eliminating the underground sites. Stokes believed that it 

could be possible to attach conveniences to new buildings as they are being proposed and 

planned, rather than to build separate expensive structures. He argued that separate above 

ground conveniences on valuable land in the centre of the city was uneconomic, but “in a bright 

well lighted situation of the City in a building at footpath level, supervision would be easier 

with the possibility of a reduction in the present tendency to misuse and vandalism”1.  

 

Modern facilities 

 

The City Engineers had identified the building space occupied by The Pix Cafe, in Bond Street, 

and Council purchased it on their recommendation in 1960. The Engineers started designing 

new modern conveniences for the city as a matter of urgency. The accommodation would 

include an 8-urinal stall, 3 water closet’s and wash basin for men and 3 water closet’s and 2 

wash basins for women. Women would also have a rest room measuring 18 feet by 14 feet. 
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Pix Cafe site, Bond Street, Photo 305/4, Dunedin City Council Archives 

The Council had established these new toilets across the road from the site of the Custom House 

Square underground conveniences. The new facilities proved challenging to the City Engineers 

as they had to design a rather complicated drainage system in a restricted space. The space was 

also designed to ensure that the men’s side was as vandal proof as possible. The Chief City 

Health Inspector suggested a whole raft of improvements, which he believed would counter 

the vandalism including stainless steel fittings, concrete stands, and low-down cisterns placed 

behind walls with only a press button visible. Special locked toilet fixtures were fitted to 

prevent stealing of toilet paper or depositing of pans, traps or drains that could cause blockages. 

Fluorescent lights were to be in wire caging to protect the lights from being smashed and they 

were to be left on in the men’s side for 24 hours a day and the women’s side the lights were 

controlled by the attendant who opened and closed the premises each day2.  

However, the new stainless steel caused complications. The City Health Inspector reported to 

the Town Clerk saying that stainless steel did not resist uric acid to the same extent as smooth 
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glazed porcelain and all the stainless steel urinals stalls throughout the City were more or less 

stained and carried an ugly film in places, which the public complained about3. 

An electric hot water system was installed in the Bond Street men’s side after a year as it was 

shown that the stainless steel was not in good condition with no hot water to clean it4.  It took 

until 1964 for the provision of hot water to be available in the conveniences. Spaces with full 

time attendants had hot water using both gas and electricity as a source of heat. The unattended 

conveniences had thermostatically controlled electric heaters. 

 

Dowling Street men’s toilets, 1986 showing new stainless style of interior, City Architects Album, 

DCC Archives 
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The First Closures 

Custom House Square 

The first men’s undergrounds to close were the busiest in the city and had caused the most 

issues for Council in terms of vandalism and damage (as well as assaults on attendants and 

messes from men undergoing “bar treatment”). The Custom House Square site facilities were 

officially closed on 1 February 1961, four months after the Bond Street conveniences opened. 

The University of Otago’s infamous singing group The Sextext penned a song about the closure 

of the Customhouse Square conveniences. The humorous lyrics decried the closing of the 

undergrounds but also of the Council decision that the Monument should also be demolished. 

It mentions how the ghost of Cargill will haunt the new Bond Street seats and laments the 

removal of the “famous spot” of Cargill’s grot. 

 

A Grovette – Cargill’s Lament, Sextext music 1961, University of Otago Hocken Collections, 

HockenMS3696/001  



The discussion of the demolition of these undergrounds was tied to the larger discussion of the 

development of the Exchange area. The Cargill’s Monument, which the undergrounds were 

located underneath was also part of the larger demolition discussion. The Monument was 

deemed as an issue to traffic flow and Council planned to replace the whole site.  GK 

Armstrong, City Engineer, noted that the monument was an eyesore and a traffic hazard. Most 

councillors were against removing the structure and Departmental Heads had been asked to put 

forward their views, and these were to be incorporated in a scheme to be drawn up by Mr 

Armstrong. The scheme was then to be examined by all departments concerned and altered if 

necessary. The public argued through the local newspapers about the heritage value of the 

monument and the General Committee later changed its mind on the future of the monument. 

“Now that it no longer shares a civic setting with a men’s convenience it will doubtless draw 

more appreciative attention than during the years of the singularly ill-devised “partnership”5. 

“Whatever else is done to improve the Exchange area there is no need to demolish or remove 

to another site a memorial strongly linked with the settlement of Otago”6.  

After this public outcry and the Councillors views were taken into consideration, it was decided 

the monument would remain in place. In 1962 the underground space of the conveniences was 

filled in and the monument was steam cleaned with the bottom step filled in. The road was 

realigned to flow around the flower bed and monument. 
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Base of Cargill’s Monument with landscaping surround, City Architects Streetscape file. 1978, DCC Archives 

London Street 

The next underground to close was the London Street site. A small site with urinals only, it 

suffered from regular weekend vandalism and misuse. By the late 1950s, the drains were 

frequently blocked by vandals and the roof leaked from a fracture in the roof. The Works 

Department found it increasingly difficult to keep water out, especially in the wet weather. The 

Health Inspector explained that the structure was “very old and unsuited to the present needs 

of the area” as it was located near a bus terminal at a busy intersection7. There was a demand 

for water closets to be provided for men in the area and the current space could not be extended 

sufficiently. He argued for an above ground convenience with accommodation for water closets 

in the area for men. 

Consideration by the Council City Engineers was given to the replacement of the underground 

site, with options of rebuilding the facilities in the present location or providing a new above 

ground building on another site. The Chief Electrical Engineer wrote to the City Engineer 

stating that it will be necessary to provide a transformer in the area in the near future and the 
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subterranean space may be of use for this8. Possible plans forward for the conveniences 

included building an underground in conjunction with the convenience building or it could be 

possible to modify the existing underground building for use as a site for a substation with the 

electricity transformer. 

Different Council departments had varying views on what should happen with the facilities. 

The Finance Committee considered that it would be quite feasible to build above ground on 

the present site without interfering in any way with traffic flows. The Public Works Committee 

were concerned that until detailed consideration had been given to the solution of traffic 

problems involved at the intersection of George, Frederick, Pitt and London Streets, permission 

should not be granted for the erection of structures “on street” in London Street. The General 

Committee were still in favour of “abandonment of the present underground facilities”9 . 

 

Intersection showing underground toilet site (star) and potential new site (oval) 1961. 
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The above ground facilities on top of the site of the underground convenience was not favoured. 

A structure could be built over the space, but the internal layout would be very constrained10. 

The building entrance would be at ground level, but it would be buried to half its height at the 

other end, and the City Engineer advised it would be difficult without constructing a fence of 

wire netting or other fence on top of the upper end of the building to prevent children and others 

from climbing on the roof. The cost of this proposal which included a four-stall urinal and 2 

water closets would cost £2100. 

The London Street urinals were marked for closure after this discussion in the early 1960s. 

Before potential demolition, the space was offered to other Council departments for reuse. The 

Electricity Department took up the offer for the transformer that was needed in that area of the 

city. The Electrical Department expanded the space slightly, and at some point, the contents 

and interior fittings were removed, and a substation fitted. The substation is still located there 

today and run by an energy company.  

 

Interior of substation in old London Street underground convenience site, 2018 
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A replacement above ground toilet was provided for men adjacent to the women’s toilet on a 

site owned by the Otago University Council in Frederick Street. The women’s convenience 

was built in 1954 in agreement with Otago University Council to site it on their land. In May 

1962, the Otago University Council also granted permission for Dunedin City Council to draw 

up plans for a men’s convenience on the same site. 

 

Town Clerk 33 Correspondence (TC33) 1963, GEN C/2, 5603, Dunedin City Council Archives 

As in previous decades, neighbours complained about the siting of a public toilet. The North 

End Dealers objected strongly to Council locating the toilet by the only access way into their 

building. “The majority of their customers are women and we feel it would be a natural 

consequence of the erection of a men’s convenience in so close a proximity to the shop 

premises that the women customers will refrain from using the entrance”. This they concluded 

would have a detrimental effect on their trading11.  
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Town Clerk Correspondence 33, 13 December 1963, Dunedin City Council Archives 

The Town Clerk wrote back to the business’ lawyers stating that the Committee was unable to 

share the opinion of the business owners. They argued that there had been a women’s 

conveniences alongside for some years and the only alteration being made was the addition of 

a new entrance and the provision of facilities for men behind the existing building. “Modern 

standards of construction and a high standard of maintenance” would ensure the premises 

would be keep in a hygienic condition and there would be no reason for any offensive smells 

coming from the conveniences, argued the Town Clerk.  

After the difficulties of securing a site for men’s conveniences in the area to replace the 

undergrounds, the proposed site of Frederick Street with the consent of the University Council 

solved a very difficult problem. One business owner was not to stop the greater good of a 



convenient location for men’s toilets in the busy shopping area12.  The men’s conveniences did 

go ahead for £900. The London Street underground was shut to the public in 1964. 

 

Frederick Street toilets, 1975, City Architects Album, DCC Archives 

 

Changing Architecture 

The early 1960s saw the Council investing more finances into the City’s conveniences. A three-

year programme was undertaken in 1962 to renovate all eighteen City conveniences. In 

addition, the Octagon restroom was altered, and interior renovations were carried out on the 

latest restroom in South Dunedin to provide better facilities for the public and enable the staff 

to give improved service. “The modern trend is to provide such facilities above ground” stated 

the Town Clerk in 1962. The Bond Street conveniences, which replaced the Custom House 

Square undergrounds, were the first modern style toilets in the city and the other modern 

facilities followed suit. 
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Octagon 

After the Custom House Square and London Street undergrounds had closed, one site remained 

in the city – the men’s undergrounds in the Octagon. As the women’s underground convenience 

in the Octagon was permanently shut in 1950, discussion has arisen for some years around 

what to do with the remaining men’s side of the Octagon undergrounds.   

Chief Health Inspector Stokes wrote to the Town Clerk in August 1961 “I beg to report that 

the Men’s Underground Conveniences are leaking again from the roof, despite extensive 

repairs some two years ago, while the age and general deterioration of the structure, with its 

ancient design and fittings, render it unfit to be used much longer without considerable 

expense”13. 

In 1962 the City Engineer was asked to prepare plans and specifications for a new public 

convenience for men in the Town Hall basement off Municipal Lane14. The Committee had 

approved the broad principle of locating public conveniences at ground level and the City 

Engineer noted “most people today would whole-heartedly endorse the decision”15. The public 

were happier with above ground facilities that were accessible and easy to find. 

However, the City Engineers Department advised against locating a public convenience in 

Municipal Lane since the building was desperately short of space and there were better uses 

for the space. There was a concern from the City Engineers that the appearance of the 

conveniences and the 4” ventilation pipe on the side of the Town Hall would detract from the 

building. There was also a concern that women would be put off going near areas where men’s 
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toilets were located for fear of unpleasantness and anti-social behaviour. The City Engineer 

reported that it could attach a “stigma” to Municipal Lane and the building “and sensitive 

women might be discouraged from using the lane”16. 

A Notice of Motion (1825) was put forward to Dunedin City Council on 18 September 1962 

to “Construct public conveniences at Municipal Lane in lieu of existing public conveniences 

in the Octagon”. The motion was later moved to be rescinded by Councillor H Tohill as the 

City Engineer department warned against this site. This enabled the General Committee to 

consider renovating the existing underground or perhaps choosing a better site17.  

Consideration was given to the possibility of completely rebuilding the existing convenience 

and extending it by making use of the adjacent disused women’s conveniences. This was the 

original idea put forward by the Chief Health Inspector in 1957, but this proposal was not 

favoured by the General Committee. Extensive and costly drainage renewals would be 

involved, and the total expenditure would exceed £5,000. The General Committee Report to 

Council stated, “it is Council’s policy to provide new conveniences aboveground, where it has 

been found they are less prone to vandalism and misuse18” and therefore the remodelling and 

retention of the old conveniences was contrary to the Council’s policy of abolishing all 

underground conveniences19.  

Further discussion continued between the Sanitary Inspector and the General Committee over 

whether to remodel the undergrounds. The widening of the stairway from 3” width to 4’6” 

would increase the public’s accessibility, and the stairs and the general run-down appearance 

could be overcome by a major remodelling scheme involving the combining of the men’s 
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section with the disused women’s part. The two stairways would be retained but they would be 

rebuilt to make the grade easier, the walls retiled, and all new fittings were to be provided with 

easy draining cleaning facilities. The roof skylights were to be removed and covered with grass.  

The remodelled plan was designed with vandalism prevention in mind and the new space made 

it easier for police to supervise the area quickly. The plans ensured all areas of the space (except 

the interiors of the cubicles) were visible from the foot of the stairs to enable a visiting police 

officer on duty to quickly assess the area20.  

A proposal for an above ground modern facility to be built on top of the old underground site 

was put forward as an option. An above ground structure would have the benefit of louvered 

windows, which would negate the need to have mechanical ventilation and artificial light. This 

would also enable two entrances to be possible21. However, this proposal met objections, 

mainly due to the obstruction of the view down lower Stuart Street towards the picturesque 

Railway Station and a convenience in this position was considered to be too unsightly. 

In 1963 Dunedin City Council were gifted £5,000 by the Evening Star newspaper to build a 

fountain in the Octagon to celebrate the newspapers centenary. An allocation of £6,900 had 

been made within the Council budget over two years in 1962 for upgrading the underground 

toilets, but by 1965 this was still not spent, as City Architectural staff were busy with the larger 

projects. The fountain project deliberated for some time over the location for the fountain and 

it was decided to locate it right above the men’s conveniences in the lower Octagon. This 

altered the earlier proposed plans for the undergrounds.  
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The Municipal Lane site proposal was dropped due to the City Engineers concern over space 

and appearance to the Municipal buildings. Even though it was against Council policy of 

building only aboveground, the urgent need for central city toilets meant the Council decided 

on the early renovation and remodelling of the undergrounds to keep these going for the public 

and the cost was lower than building a whole facility22.  

   

City Engineers Plan 7/1/26 Remodelling of Octagon undergrounds 1965, DCC Archives 

The 1964 plan of the siting of the fountain, showed that the entrance to the men’s undergrounds 

touched the edge of the fountain, so it was decided to redraw the plans to better incorporate the 

conveniences with the fountain. The Engineers decided to remove the current main men’s 

entrance and the old women’s entrance steps and incorporated them into the main entrance. It 

was considered necessary to widen the stairs, remove the existing combined ventilator and 
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lamp standard from the middle of the building and substitute mechanical ventilation and 

remove all roof lights so the lawn can be extended completely over the top.  “The only evidence 

of the convenience would then be the steps down, with a modern lamp standard and a sign”23. 

Although Council policy had changed to building above ground, there were still signs of relief 

from the City Engineers that the conveniences could be hidden away. 

The remodelling involved using the maximum space available so that five WC’s and 17 urinals 

would be provided. The entrance and egress were to be moved to the southern end of the 

premises and the old access would be closed. In addition to removing the stairway near the 

proposed fountain, the new layout would permit the lawn surface of the Octagon to be “altered 

to give a more pleasing appearance”24. The Parks and Recreation department were responsible 

for the roof and upper walls of the toilets as part of the Octagon Reserve. The turf and plantings 

were removed from the roof slab area, and the material excavated from top of the slab and then 

reinstated once work was completed. The iron railing surround was also removed at this time 

to give the whole area “a more modern appearance”25. 

Kerridge and Sim Ltd were awarded the contract of remodelling the men’s undergrounds for 

$5,038. The toilets were to remain operational throughout the period of the renovations and the 

work schedule fell behind as the contractors had to stop work many times due to the civic 

activities that regularly occurred in the Octagon reserve. 

The remodelling involved removal of most of the original interiors. The floors and steps of the 

public areas were tiled with Richard Duroprave ceramic floor tiles. All the walls exposed to 
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the public area from floor to ceiling and were tiled with 6”x6” x ¾” glazed wall tiles in an 

‘approved’ colour of pastel blue and white. 

The toilet pans were heavy gauge stainless steel of approved design with plastic seats, replacing 

the previous porcelain ones. Copper-lined cisterns were mounted in the service duct at the rear 

of the toilets, away from the reach of any users. The flush toilets also had their press button in 

a metal tube built into the wall to prevent damage to these.  

The urinals were stall type in stainless steel. Four large size copper cisterns were fitted into the 

ceiling space and were set to flush at pre-determined intervals. All piping to the urinals was 

concealed. As hot water became installed in the modern conveniences, the water heaters were 

concealed in the cleaner’s cupboards. New fluorescent lights were fitted into all the light 

fittings. 

Penny in the Slot systems were also retired during this decade. The city only had one toilet 

with this style locking device by 1965 in the Octagon site, and it was intended to be out of use 

by end of 1966 to avoid the complexity of the changeover to decimal currency26. All public 

toilets had become free to use, further increasing accessibility. 

The Star Fountain, as it became known after its installation in 1966, was a popular attraction 

in the Octagon, with synchronised lighting, music and water displays, which played at regular 

times of the morning and evening.  The tape deck and other controls were fitted into the 

underground men's space. 

The remodelling was considered a success by the Council and in the 1966-1967 Departmental 

Report the Health Inspector stated that the “re-modelling of the men’s convenience in the 
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Octagon was also completed and we now have a facility which can compare with any provided 

elsewhere.” 

 

The Octagon showing the Star Fountain and underground men’s conveniences, Hocken Collections 

 

Changing Policy and Combating Vandalism 

City Chief Health Inspector Stokes wrote in his 1957 public convenience report that he was 

personally opposed to underground conveniences as “they are difficult to ventilate efficiently, 

they are cold and damp for the attendants in winter, while they invite vandalism, misuse, and 

certain undesirable practices owing to their situation and difficult supervision”27. They had 

served the city for over 50 years but the stairways were narrow, the steps dangerous for elderly 

men or persons with disabilities, and some of the fittings and amenities are outmoded. Overall, 
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he stated these were a very uneconomic way to run public conveniences and felt Council should 

be doing everything to situate them above ground28. 

Council adopted this policy to provide toilets above ground in the 1960s and was largely driven 

by the need to prevent costly vandalism and damage to the facilities. The Chief Sanitary 

Inspector’s annual reports repeated the effect vandalism was having on the budgets and the 

exasperation the staff had in trying to maintain the facilities. The Town Clerk suggested that 

providing some type of installations would minimise vandalism. The City Health Inspector 

wrote back to the Town Clerk in 1960, stating that it was “impossible to change the general 

system of plumbing and drainage as controlled by Government regulations”29.  It was suggested 

that the demolition of the undergrounds with their antiquated equipment would counter the 

vandalism to a large extent. The Town Clerk agreed that it was the “modern trend” to build 

conveniences aboveground. 

The City Council went to great lengths to design the new conveniences to be as vandal proof 

as possible. The City Engineer stated when presenting the plans for new toilets at the Botanic 

Garden that “a design which will aesthetically pleasing and suitable for the site, and at the same 

time be vandal proof as possible has been aimed for”30. 

  

Botanic Garden toilets, Architect Series Album 'Parks and Rec 2' 1967, Dunedin City Council Archives 
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The modern facilities of the 1960s had flush pipes hidden behind walls, iron pipes partly hidden 

in tiled or plastered walls to prevent them being forced away from their brackets. Service pipes 

were also hidden in the chambers behind walls. Toilet fixtures were provided that had special 

locks attached. The stall doors would be 4 feet high to allow easy inspection by Police 

Constables. Lights had thick glass covers to prevent breakage and stealing and stainless steel 

fittings were attached to concrete stands for wash hand basins. The cisterns were situated down 

low and hidden behind walls with only the press button visible.  

 

Suburban Nairn Street toilets, City Architects Street Furniture Album, 1970s, DCC Archives 

All these new features were included in the Bond Street conveniences, yet the toilets suffered 

from vandalism from their second week of opening. “Filthy writing on the walls is common, 

even obscene words cut out of adhesive tape have been in evidence, and as fast as the attendant 

cleans the walls down the writing is renewed, sometimes by scratching with a nail file or a 

hairclip31.  

The abuse of water closets and obscene writing on the walls and doors was almost a daily 

occurrence at most public conveniences in the early 1960s. Bond Street toilets had doors 

sheathed in stainless steel and the Council increased the daily cleaning operations to twice a 
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daily as way to combat this. Mrs Duckworth, one of the long serving attendants, believed 

teenagers were responsible and said it was impossible to catch them as one of their group were 

always on watch. She was very proud of her cleanliness but was fed up of the abuse of the 

spaces. The police did manage to catch a group of youths in 1962 and for a time after this the 

vandalism stopped.  

The cost of the maintenance began to soar. Abuse of the fire alarm heads was a frequent and 

costly occurrence. Council could not afford to pay for the numerous call outs from the fire 

brigade. Manor Place suffered major vandalism in 1963 when a 5-gallon porcelain supply 

cistern was wrenched from its supports allowing it to smash to pieces on the floor. As it fell it 

also broke a cast iron bracket and damaged copper sparge pipes. Mailer Street, Mornington 

was redecorated for £100, and in less than a week the “walls have been defaced by writing and 

fixtures have been removed”32. 

The Octagon undergrounds in 1965 “suffers continuously from vandalism and apart from its 

defective drain, it is difficult to maintain” reported the Health Inspector. The Town Clerk stated 

“it does not surprise me that you have vandalism in these conveniences, because they are so 

badly illuminated”33.  

It was noted that vandalism was especially bad in the school holidays, the conclusion was it 

must be school children. However, several instances investigated showed other culprits at 

work. These included disgruntled trolley bus employees who were caught deliberately 

vandalising some suburban toilets by throwing paper towels over the floor every day. It was 
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thought this was because they were aggrieved at not getting their own exclusive conveniences 

after their Union complained that the public ones were always untidy and were never cleaned34. 

Cleaners 

By 1961, the conveniences were serviced and cleaned by two cleaners, each taking on half the 

city conveniences and working alternate weekends cleaning the main centre conveniences. 

Council had struggled to attract and employ suitable staff since the 1940s and the staff who 

remained in the early 1960s had worked in the positions for 18 years and 5 years respectively. 

The cost for 19 conveniences to be cleaned each day was £1900 per annum wages with bus 

fares added of £150. Not all conveniences were cleaned every day, but the four main ones were 

cleaned every day of the year. Commercial cleaners had approached Council that perhaps it 

would be cheaper, and the work would be more thorough, if Council employed contract 

cleaners, which would be better than “the old system”. The Chief City Health Inspector stated 

that at present the system worked well but if Council lose the current staff and are unable to 

find suitable replacements then they may have to go to out to contract for the service. 

In a February 1962 meeting, the General Committee decided that the past system of employing 

staff to clean the men’s conveniences was not the most economical method and that savings 

could be affected by having the work done by contract.  

The following year after the decision to discontinue the practice of employing staff to clean the 

men’s conveniences throughout the City, a contract was let to Mr Allan Georgeson. He was to 

carry out the work for £119 3s per month. It is estimated that the savings to the Council as a 

result of the change would be in the order of £800 per annum.  
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Suburban Sydney Street toilets, City Architects Street Furniture Album, 1970s, DCC Archives 

 

Public Demand 

Public demand for more and improved toilets continued. They wanted easy to find and 

accessible toilets, in areas that felt safer than being hidden underground. In the city centre there 

was still demand for women’s toilets, especially around Manor Place facilities. The Dunedin 

branch of the NZ Labour Party (Women’s Section) put forward a proposal requesting a 

women’s convenience in the location of Manor Place, but they were declined35. 

 

Women’s toilets, Dowling Street, c1986, City Architects, Dunedin City Council Archives 
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Work started in 1965 on the installation of a women’s conveniences at the corner of Rankeilor 

Street and Hillside Road. This was planned to be opened when the adjoining rest room was 

closed, providing toilet facilities for women which were available 24 hours a day, in the area. 

 

Dunedin Rotary Survey 1968 

In 1968 a survey on the local conveniences was undertaken by the Civic Affairs Committee of 

the Dunedin Rotary Club and presented to Council reviewing the public’s experience using the 

facilities36. Several of the organisation members visited 18 men’s and 14 women’s public 

conveniences in Dunedin and investigated their provision, as well as rating them on areas such 

as cleanliness, privacy, maintenance, location and signage.  

Most of the women’s facilities scored very high on freshness, lighting and privacy and general 

appearance. As a contrast, most men’s conveniences scored low on freshness, had poor 

lighting, dinginess and inadequate privacy.  

There was a general lack of signposting for all facilities and Rotary were concerned people 

could not find where they were, especially for those visitors to the city. The use of the word 

“toilets” was now in general practice in Britain and was becoming the familiar household work 

in New Zealand as well. The report recommended that the public would welcome it as shorter 

and more acceptable than ‘public lavatories’ or any other term on signage37. 

The stall doors were criticised for being too short and many had no working locks. The penny 

in the slot system had gone with the new “modern” style of toilets, which led to what was 
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reported as inadequate privacy. One observer noted that “the vision of a row of half-mast nether 

garments is not a very elevating site for the casual user”38. Rotary suggested frosted glass or an 

attendant on duty would help this issue. 

Hand washing had become a focus in wider public health bulletins and public radio broadcasts. 

This survey certainly paid attention to the hand washing facilities provided to the public. Three 

men’s conveniences surveyed had no wash basin, soap or towels. Within the women’s toilets, 

five did not have soap or towels. Seven out of nine women’s toilets had rusty tins or decrepit 

kitchen tidies for sanitary towels. There were only three facilities that provided for children out 

of fourteen toilets. 

It was noted that vandalism was more marked in the men’s toilets, especially those without 

supervision. It was reported that “well maintained premises suffer little”. The damage was not 

extensive in women’s - “just some scratching reported on some doors and walls”. Facilities 

were increasingly having interiors reduced to a bare minimum to prevent vandalism.  

Regarding cleanliness, many toilets were untidy in many instances and showed lack of regular 

servicing. Windows, walls and ceilings were often dirty, and floors were reported as most dirty. 

“In their appearance, lack of amenities and low level of cleanliness, they must create a poor 

image of this city in the minds of visitors and travellers”.  It was noted in the report that a 

cleaner arrived while the survey was being conducted – the cleaner took out her broom, swished 

it around and departed within five minutes “still with her hat on!”39. 

The report stated that the immediate need was for adequate hand washing and drying facilities 

and the introduction of liquid soap and paper towels. The report also recommended demolition 
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for any conveniences that could not be brought up to standard and that more regular supervision 

was required. 

The Council Health Inspector met with the Rotary Club to discuss the report. The difficulties 

Council had regarding the provision of vandal-proof equipment were outlined to the 

Committee. Council agreed to provide more adequate hand-drying facilities and hot water 

would be provided in the main unattended conveniences if the equipment was available.40  

The Civic Affairs Committee responded that they were very strongly of the opinion that a basic 

range of equipment in the facilities should be provided in the city. They agreed that there was 

a regrettable record of vandalism in the facilities and accepted that a programme to fully equip 

all the public toilet facilities in the city area would be foolish in these circumstances. However, 

such a “negative acceptance of such a situation is not good enough”. Several members of their 

Committee in several New Zealand cities during 1968 and early 1969 had observed adequate 

fittings provided in public toilets in the cities of the country. They argued Dunedin should not 

be content to offer sub-standard facilities and that a special effort was justified. The Civic 

Affairs Committee strongly recommended that at new sites chosen for public facilities, basic 

equipment should be installed in each of the men’s and women’s toilets. They regarded wash 

basins, mirrors, soap-fittings and hand-drying equipment (either paper towels or warm air drier) 

as essential basic items. They would be present in each of the men’s and women’s toilets and 

“we find it somewhat surprising that their presence or absence at the moment, even in these 

few new structures is so varied.”  

In regard to supervision they appreciated that full-time attendants are out of the question, and 

continuous supervision in any form could not be undertaken. Nevertheless, at a few main sites, 
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the facilities were located beside main roads and were lit from the adjacent streets. The Civic 

Affairs Committee argued it should be possible to have these sites policed, inspected and 

serviced adequately. These main sites should be regarded as quite important facets of 

Dunedin’s tourist images, as well as locally oriented facilities. “New Zealand people are more 

than ever active travellers in these days, and it is necessary to be prepared for this side of the 

citizens’ life”41. 

 
Source: Dunedin Conveniences Survey, Dunedin Rotary Management Committee, 1968, DCC City Engineers 

Correspondence 1968-70 59/5/3 

 

At the same time, rest rooms were being renovated and continued to open in the city. With the 

opening of the new Tea House at the Botanic Gardens in 1966, it was decided that the old Rest 

Rooms at the Botanic Gardens were no longer necessary as the new Tea House building 

incorporated both modern toilets and rest room facilities on the ground floor for the use of the 

general public. The old rest room building was handed over to the Reserves Department as 
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surplus42. The women’s convenience at the corner of Hillside Road and Rankeilor Street was 

completed and was to be open when the adjoining rest room was closed.  

 

Within the Exchange area of the city (formally the Custom House Square), major planning and 

development work was happening in the 1960s. In Dunedin’s main business area many 

buildings were being demolished, which posed a problem to Council on where to supply 

suitably located toilets. The Stock Exchange building, where the Bond Street conveniences 

were located, was marked for demolition on 30 September 1968. Council had been given 

adequate warning that the Bond Street facilities would have to be moved but Council struggled 

to secure land within the Custom House Square area.  

 

The Exchange 1965, Box A, photo 34b, Dunedin City Council Archives 

There were three options available to Council. The first was to build a convenience on the site 

of the cleared Stock Exchange building. This was “at best a possibility”. On principle the City 

Engineer stated he would oppose the temporary structure as they had a habit of becoming 

permanent. If by the time the building was demolished, there were no other options and the 
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Ministry of Works were agreeable, the City Engineer reported it could be possible to roof over 

and face up the walls of the present structure.  

The second option was to build a convenience within a planned carparking building on a High 

Street piece of land where another building was recently demolished. The Chief City Health 

Inspector suggested it could be possible to build permanent toilets within the new carparking 

building. The City Engineers warned that this would have to be planned into the carpark plan 

right from the beginning and could be very restrictive to the planning of the toilet space.  

The third option was to build facilities in the newly developed Broadway area (where original 

buildings were planned to be demolished and the area redeveloped). The City Engineers saw 

this option as being suitable for both short term and long-term women’s toilets43. 

 

New Broadway alignment being constructed c1970, City Engineers Photo Album 7, Dunedin City 

Council Archives 

The City Engineer offered one further option for location of women’s conveniences, in the 

basement of Edinburgh House building behind the Stock Exchange site, which had leasing 

potential. The Chief City Health Inspector did not support this option as “underground 
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conveniences are not for infirm persons or for people with prams”. The City Engineer also 

noted that due to the other facilities already available in the city, he did not deem it necessary 

for a replacement of Bond Street for men44. 

 

Princes Street showing Stock Exchange Building has been demolished and John Wickliffe House is 

being constructed, c1970, Dunedin City Council Archives 

 

The Broadway buildings were scheduled for demolition in early 1970 so this led to further 

urgency for placement of the toilets. The only women’s conveniences available 24 hours a day 

in the main area of the city were at South Dunedin, Broadway and Frederick Street, so it was 

seen as essential to provide temporary conveniences in the Exchange area until a more suitable 

site could be chosen and built upon after the demolition of the Broadway buildings. It was 

considered that a vacant room in the basement of the carparking building in Dowling Street 

could be converted for the purpose as it was easily accessible from several main streets. There 

was, however, no budget allocated as the dates of the demolition had not been made at the time 
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Council had set their budgets the year before. If the space in Dowling Street was not considered 

by Council as an option, the Health Inspector felt that the women’s conveniences in the area 

were out of consideration. The Health Inspector suggested if Council could staff the Octagon 

restrooms for 24 hours, 7 days a week then this could go some way to fill the need45. 

The public were notified that there was to be a 5-6 month waiting period till new public 

facilities were provided in the Exchange to replace those demolished and that new toilets were 

being built as a temporary structure on the corner of the Dowling Street carpark46. In 1970, new 

temporary men’s and women’s conveniences were completed on a site in the Dowling Street 

carpark, near Queens Gardens to replace the old Stock Exchange toilets47.  

 

Closure of the Bond Street toilets, 7 January 1969, Evening Star 

The 1960s saw a commitment by the Dunedin City Council to replace the old underground 

conveniences with new modern structures at ground floor level. The Victorian style 

conveniences were becoming undesirable and costly to maintain. This was part of a wider 
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movement of architectural changes in Dunedin, with a major redevelopment of the southern 

central business district where many public conveniences were located. There was also no 

longer a need to have conveniences out of site, underground or hidden amongst shrubberies, as 

the public’s and council’s attitude changed. In fact, it became Council's policy to build above 

ground to mitigate vandalism and misuse and keep these rising costs down. The last remaining 

underground site in the Octagon survived this decade but it was a shadow of its former 

architectural design.  

 

Construction of Dowling Street/High Street toilets, 1969, City Architects, DCC Archives 



Chapter Four: ‘Modern’ Toilets 

 

The 1960s saw a wide scale change to the architectural style and design of public toilets in 

Dunedin. By the 1970s there were still demand for improved public facilities and there continued 

to be a demand for more facilities for women. Even though Dunedin City Council had designed 

the new toilets to be as vandal proof as possible, anti-social behaviour still plagued the toilet sites. 

 

Interior of refurbished men’s toilet, Dowling Street, c1986 

 

International Trends 

Dunedin followed the international trends of public facilities and public sanitation, although in 

Dunedin demolitions occurred earlier than some countries overseas. In the United Kingdom 

economic pressures on local authorities during recession times meant that many toilets were closed 

due to high maintenance costs and increasing anti-social behaviour within the spaces. The 

entrances were simply locked, which was a cheaper alternative to demolition. Some areas brought 

back entry charges as way to offset costs again1.  
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Closer to New Zealand, Australia began to decommission their underground facilities due to the 

problems of ongoing vandalism, damage and public safety concerns. In recent times, underground 

conveniences built in the early 1900s were demolished and filled in. The earliest public 

underground in Sydney remains with a heritage status protecting it, having been built in 1907. 

 

Architecture 

In 1974 continued complaints regarding the state of the undergrounds and Frederick Street toilets 

were presented to Council. The Frederick Street toilets were described as “many years [being] in 

a disgraceful state”. The City Health Inspector was at a loss at this description, as they were being 

cleaned three times a day2. The Health Inspector explained to the Town Clerk that the Frederick 

Street toilets were built of concrete block with a concrete floor. “They were constructed about 20 

years ago and have given reasonably good service. If they were rebuilt today, they would have a 

tiled surface in the interior with stainless steel fittings”3. These surfaces meant it should be easier 

to maintain and it was harder to graffiti. The Town Clerk responded “it seems the only way to keep 

the toilets to an acceptable standard is by renovating them to a modern standard using up to date 

materials.4” After this advice the General Committee recommended to the Finance Committee that 

it would be better to modernise the whole facility, than simply to repaint it in the long run. The 

women’s conveniences at Frederick Street was remodelled and brought up to an ‘acceptable’ 

standard the next year. 
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Frederick Street women’s toilets, 1975, City Architect’s Album, DCC Archives 

The Octagon rest rooms were inspected by the City Architect in 1977. Although he thought the 

general cleanliness and tidy appearance should be praised and the space was supervised well, the 

facility was “badly in need of renovating and updating to present the Council image in a more 

favourable light”5. The atmosphere that was presented was depressing and all the furnishings and 

decor were showing signs of heavy wear and deterioration, especially the floor. The Rest Rooms 

were well used by a wide range of the general public and by improving the facilities so that the 

general appearance is pleasant and better appointed could “only do good and improve public 

relations between citizens, visitor and the Council6.” 

 

Dowling Street men’s toilets, 1986 showing new stainless style of interior, City Architects Album, DCC 

Archives 
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Oldest Urinal – Manor Place 

After largely being ignored for decades, the 1912 Manor Place urinal was identified as needing a 

decision to its future as maintenance and damage to it began to increase. The “old” urinal was 

recommended to be closed for a trial period of two months in 1976 as a first step towards closing 

it altogether. The Chief Health Inspector commented that it had been hard to clean and maintain 

and was a target for vandals. A notice went in the local newspapers regarding the closure and if 

there was no public reaction to the closure, it was planned that the urinal would be demolished7.  

 

Manor Place urinals covered in ivy c1973, Dunedin City Council Archives 

Much like the London Street underground space in the 1960s, the urinal was offered to other 

departments within Council8. The Parks and Recreation Department who ran the Market Reserve 

adjacent to the urinal had no objection. The Electricity Department also had no objection and stated 

it did not affect the substation underneath. The Transport Department recommended to lock the 

entrances up but have it available for their transport operators to use, until they have improved 

conveniences built for them. They offered to take on the responsibility for the cleaning of the space 

and the management of the trial period. This arrangement seems to have worked well for some 

years until in 1985 the Transport Department had no further use for the Manor Place toilet and 
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offered it back to be reverted to a public toilet. “Because of continued vandalism, doors being 

kicked in and the use of the floor area for human waste, it has been decided by this Department, 

with the approval of the Tramways Union, to relinquish all responsibility for this toilet by our 

staff”9. No further record on this urinal has been found but both doors were bricked up and only 

reopened for a heritage evaluation in 2017. 

 

Manor Place urinal, 2019, taken by author 

Continued Vandalism and Anti-Social Behaviour 

Vandalism continued at unattended toilets across the city but also escalated to the women’s rest 

rooms even with attendants present. While the Octagon rest rooms were staffed by attendants they 

were also “subject to intrusion by young girls” in the 1970s. The Police, after receiving some 

complaints, managed to follow a group of girls into the restrooms one night and arrested four of 

them. The Council was very concerned about the behaviour of these young people who frequented 

the Octagon in the weekend and who would create a problem for the attendants in the Women’s 

Rest Rooms. The attendants were instructed to ring the police at first sign of trouble, and a 

telephone was installed for this purpose. The Council further requested that the police visit the 
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premises on a more frequent basis. The Council understood that women police officers were 

limited, and the police were stretched to the limit in the weekends10. Closing times were altered 

due to these “undesirable groups of young people” recommended by the General Committee and 

a four-week survey carried out showed little use of the rooms after 10pm on Mondays to 

Thursdays11.  

Through the early 1980s, there was a dramatic increase in misbehaviour by patrons at the Octagon 

rest rooms. The main problem element were small groups of “young people who harass staff and 

other patrons”12. The Police became involved several times. 

 

Interior of St Clair urinal showing Graffiti, c1986, City Architect’s Album, DCC Archives 

 

Undergrounds 

The Octagon undergrounds had continued use throughout the 1970s but as there were no attendants 

to supervise the subterranean space, vandalism continued. Toilet seats were set alight, doors 

broken, and light fixtures smashed.  
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The Chief City Health Inspector reported that the roof over the men’s convenience in the Octagon 

has been leaking during wet weather and causing problems, which are becoming progressively 

worse. All the surrounding turf had to be lifted and replaced as the slab was waterproofed, the roof 

repainted, and armoured glass light covers were installed.  These extensive toilet repairs cost 

$3750. The Athenaeum also underwent extensive renovations on the City Architects request and 

cost $11,770 for improvements. 

 

Further toilet surveys 

Another major survey was carried out in the 1970s, following on from the Dunedin Rotary Club 

work in 1968. This time the survey was undertaken by the Dunedin Consumer Association in 

197713. The findings were reported in the newspaper and recommended that the public may be 

best to carry their own toilet paper as toilet paper was continuing to go missing. “Toilet paper was 

lacking in many places, and it would be wise to carry one's own supplies”. The survey criticized 

the lack of signposting for toilets and suggested that signposting should be placed on street signs. 

“Additional amenities such as hooks and or shelves in the cubicle are essential in the women’s 

conveniences and few had any arrangements for disposal of sanitary towels”. Few had any 

facilities for children such as low toilets. The survey found that again the well-maintained premises 

suffered less vandalism than those that needed renovation. The survey stated that carelessness and 

thoughtlessness seemed to be the main problem. They suggested tiled walls was best way Council 

could prevent vandalism and give the spaces a cleaner appearance, which Council had been trying 

to implement across the city facilities. 

Complaints continued to appear in the local newspapers with one woman describing the Octagon 

rest room as “absolutely filthy” and a “positive disgrace” in 197814. She reported that High School 
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girls were “smoking their heads off” in it. The Council responded and stated that the young 

people’s behaviour was not their business, and smokers were permitted, except in the waiting 

room.  The Chief Health Inspector believed that the toilets were kept tidy all the time by contractors 

who cleaned several times a day and “strongly resented” the comments. Council were adamant 

they were doing everything in their power to get cleaners into the spaces and the architecture was 

designed to prevent vandalism and misuse, yet certain sectors of society continued to wreck the 

facilities for everyone. This bad publicity and the survey results did little for the public perception 

of the public toilets. 

 

St Clair toilets, c1986, City Architect’s Album, DCC Archives 

It was in 1980 that the first sign of any homosexual activity was reported for the first time in 

Council records after a member of the public wrote to Council alleging ‘homosexual tendencies’ 

were occurring in the public toilets. The Council replied they could not do anything about the 

behaviour unless police could catch the activity in the act and even then, it was a police matter. 

“No complaints or allegations have been received in the past15.”  

The fear of misbehaving youth or untoward behaviour in the spaces led many to choosing not to 

use the undergrounds alone and some avoiding all the isolated toilets. The undergrounds were used 
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as a threat by some parents to children to prevent misbehaving in town – “don’t be naughty or I 

will have to put you in the underground!” They were perceived as scary, smelly places.  

 Accessibility became a highlighted issue in the early 1960s with concern from the City Engineer 

and City Health Inspector on the narrow and dangerous stairways into the underground 

conveniences. The 1974 Paraplegic Games held in Dunedin brought this further to a head when 

Council quickly identified that there were no suitable public toilets for female paraplegic 

competitors in the city.  A plan was drawn to locate one in Women’s Restroom in the Octagon, 

which had ground floor entry. At a cost of $250, the Council altered a space within the restroom 

to be wide enough for wheelchair use. Although this was not part of the yearly budget, expenditure 

was approved for the purpose.  

 

Demand increases 

With the opening of the Visitors Centre in the old Municipal Building in the Octagon, visitors in 

increased numbers visited the Octagon area and the need for public toilets of a high standard had 

increased. There was deemed an urgent need for public facilities open for 24 hours a day and as 

close as possible to the Civic Centre complex16. 

With the lack of toilets in this central area, issues arose with people fouling the Municipal Lane 

and Library area, as people seem reluctant to use the underground toilets, perhaps due to safety 

concerns, accessibility issues and the state of them. The lack of central city public toilets was on 

the agenda at the Council Services Committee meeting. Councillor JW McMeeking said it was an 
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embarrassment that the city did not have sufficient toilets to service its centre17. It was decided the 

matter needed further investigation. 

 

1980s Review 

The options were investigated and in the late 1980s a major review was held of the city’s public 

facilities, first since the late 1950s. Within this review, discussion arose about the future of the 

undergrounds in the central city. The ideal situation, said the Chief City Health Inspector, Mr 

Early, would be for “clean and easily accessible new facilities for both sexes to be provided 

somewhere in the Octagon”. It was suggested that the facilities should be above ground for ease 

of access, and this would also lead to a reduction of reticulation problems that continued to plagued 

the Octagon underground. They would be in public view to minimise vandalism and would be 

open 24 hours.  

The Otago Daily Times editorial agreed with Mr Early18. Not only were his ideas seen as a sensible 

provision for residents of any city the size of Dunedin, but any visitors who were seeking public 

conveniences would expect to find them somewhere in the Octagon, which had become regarded 

as the hub of the central business district and main shopping area, moving from the Exchange area. 

“It is a matter of Dunedin’s reputation and civic responsibility that such facilities should not only 

be freely provided, but also be of the highest standard of maintenance and hygiene”. Mr Early 

suggested the new toilets should replace the undergrounds and the women’s rest rooms in the 

Athenaeum building. The underground was not accessible to men in wheelchairs and had had no 

attention, other than essential maintenance, since upgrading in 1965, “so it is certainly a poor 
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advertisement for the standards of modern convenience, comfort and hygiene in Dunedin”. The 

women’s rest room was not open all hours and had to be attended when open by staff19.  

Women were still suffering from lack of centrally situated toilets. Within the George Street 

shopping area there were several stores and other premises which did provide toilets for their 

customers. These included the main department stores of Arthur Barnett’s and Farmers Trading, 

the National Mutual Building, the Public Library, the Centre City Mall and three hotels.  

 

City Planner map within report on Provision of Public Toilets, 15 October 1987 

New toilets were established in the new malls such as Centre City Mall but the Centre City Mall 

had to shut their ones due to vandalism issues and costs20. The Golden Centre Mall also had toilets 

but after persistent vandalism and loitering problems these toilets were closed by the management. 

The manager of the Mall considered that reopening the toilets would involve major expense, would 

require close supervision in addition to cleaning and maintenance, and would result in a return to 

previous behaviour problems and therefore was not keen on the idea. There was no legal 

requirement that shopping malls needed to provide toilets.  
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The chairman of the Services Committee of Dunedin City Council, Cr Iona Williams, said she felt 

toilets should eventually be placed on the ground floor of the old Municipal Chambers. She felt 

the high cost of staffing the women’s restroom would be better put towards a facility that was 

always available, especially when the rest room shut on Saturdays. Cr Williams said there were 

ways of overcoming vandalism by using appropriate fixtures and making sure the area was well 

lit. 

The new Octagon facilities, although originally planned for 24 hour opening, were planned to be 

closed at certain hours to prevent damages and vandalism. However, the Otago Daily Times editor 

argued, that with shorter opening hours it would negate the whole point of them. “Possibly some 

form of supervision will have to be considered, not only to reduce the activities of vandals but also 

to ensure the toilets are cleaned regularly and kept in excellent condition”21. Regular police patrols 

may also be required, and indeed other reports of disgraceful personal behaviour near the library 

building indicate that this will be desirable. “A combined effort of education, individual 

responsibility, proper supervision and police attention must convince the few irresponsible that 

their ideas will not be tolerated – and the rest of the public will have access to facilities which any 

decent city deserves”22. 

Existing toilets constructed over the 1960s and 1970s were generally concrete block structures 

located in relatively isolated places such as in unsupervised carparks, where they had been subject 

to vandalism and loitering problems. “In such locations the actions of an antisocial minority 

discourage public toilet use by all but those with an urgent need”23. Public toilets in relatively 

populated areas, such as in malls, were obviously a problem as well. It was argued that locations 

where there is a sense of proprietorship, such as within the larger stores or within clear view of 
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parking booths at parking lots, may be less prone to vandalism. Alternatively, Council thought it 

could be possible to enter into agreements with property owners and contribute to the installation, 

maintenance or cleaning of toilets in stores or malls and give them more prominent identification24.  

“A city that prides itself on its attractions for tourists and visitors should provide a high standard 

of clean and bright conveniences for them; the same standard can also be reasonably expected by 

its own residents.25” 

It was found that good public toilets should have an attendant to prevent vandalism and it was 

suggested that some kind of payment to get in could help ease the problem.  Essentially 

recommending the return of attendants and a payment system was doing a complete reversal back 

to the original set up of the original undergrounds, which had been eradicated twenty years earlier. 

However, Councillor Iona Williams said that as the toilets were a public service, there will be no 

charge for their use and Council would make them accessible to all. 

Bylaws 

In 1987 public toilets were required to be provided at places of Assembly under Part 19 of the 

Consolidated Bylaws. These included public passenger terminals, and at licensed premises under 

the Sale of Liquor Act. The compulsory provision of public toilets on a wider basis was a health, 

issue, rather than a District Scheme matter for the Council. Consideration was also given as to 

whether facilities in commercial buildings should have facilities open for the wider public. This 

distinction between customer and public toilets was important as it brought up the question of 

whether a private property owner should be required to address a public need. The Council felt 

they needed to seek legal advice on this. 

Although compulsory provision of public toilets was a bylaw matter, the District Scheme Review 

provided an incentive for public toilet provision in the central city Commercial D zone. Under the 
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plot ratio provisions there was a development bonus of 5 square meters of additional floor space 

for each 1 square meter of floor space available as public toilets or rest rooms. There was little 

uptake on this. A new bylaw could be considered to require new commercial buildings to provide 

customer or public toilets.  

 

Restroom closures 

When the South City Mall complex was built in South Dunedin in 1978 the site of the restrooms 

was closed off as the area was taken up as a car park. By agreement with Council, the company 

building the mall replaced the women’s toilet and rest room facility and provided a new building 

of Council’s design in Hillside Road, adjacent to the Mall. It soon became obvious that since the 

mall opened the number using the rest rooms declined to the extent that there was virtually no one 

using the rest room. Previously the rest rooms had been a focal point for the elderly and young 

mothers, but this was no longer the case. The Council surmised that it seemed that there were not 

so many young mothers in the area who had a need to use the rest rooms and that the Mall now 

provided a more congenial atmosphere for the elderly to spend their time. The rest rooms were 

open and attended during the day Monday to Friday and on the late shopping night.  There was 

little justification and need for maintaining the facility and the opportunity arose to close the 

restroom, leaving only the toilets operational. Council had discussions with the Mall owners as to 

a possible use for the rooms with a view to having them occupied rather than being left in an 

unused state26. 
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Dowling Street Women’s toilets, City Architects Album Toilets Volume 1, DCC Archives 

As well as rest rooms being shut, various toilets were being shut down across the city and 

demolished in the late 1980s due to the out dated designs or lack of use. The Dowling Street 

carpark women’s conveniences closed on 20 October 1985, after the only use was by the attendant 

who worked at the carpark. It was later upgraded in 1987.  The Sydney Street conveniences were 

demolished in June 1986. 

 

The Final Years of the Underground 

The last remaining underground site in the Octagon survived until 1989 but it was a shadow of its 

former early twentieth century architectural design. After its extensive remodelling in the 1960s, 

the last underground space was viewed as a dark, unsafe, smelly space that the public only used as 

a last resort. It became under scrutiny within the demand for central toilets and part of the Octagon 

redevelopment.  

There were two options put forward by the City Architect to the Chief Environmental Health 

Officer (as the Inspectors were now named)27. One was to retain the existing underground. The 
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proposal for the lower Octagon could be redesigned to accommodate the existing toilets if they 

were to be retained and upgraded. As they were existing facilities, level access did not have to be 

provided and accessible toilets were available in the Civic Centre and the Library in the Octagon. 

The second option was to provide new toilets which could be provided under the footpath in the 

Upper Octagon with level access provided under the Robbie Burns statue. As this site would be 

under road reserve the Act governing the Octagon reserve would not apply. 

The City Architect also looked at possibility of renting or redeveloping a property surrounding the 

Octagon, but these were all deemed unavailable or inappropriate for toilets. 

There were three broad options: long term, medium term and short term. The long-term option was 

to provide temporary toilets until the Council has time to develop the correct long-term solution. 

The temporary toilets may be required for 2-5 years and were planned to be of reasonable standard. 

Chemical toilets were ruled out as they could not provide adequate standards. A purpose-built 

temporary building would require Council to forego at least half of the Harrop Street carpark and 

compromise the entrance to the Dunedin Centre.  

The medium-term option was to construct new men’s toilets in the Visitor Centre. Council could 

delay the demolition of the existing Octagon toilets or accept that there would be no men’s toilets 

until they were built in a few months near the Octagon, other than those in the Civic Centre or 

Library. 

The short-term options were to upgrade the Athenaeum into a male and female facility. It was 

thought unlikely that the landlord would agree to the toilets being open for 24 hours. There was 

also the possibility that the facility may well be demolished within a year and the City would be 

again faced with the problem of providing temporary toilet facilities. There was the option of 

erecting a new toilet somewhere in the Octagon, possibly under Robbie Burns Statue. Council 

could also provide a combination of the previous options by constructing new men’s toilets in the 



Octagon, then constructing new women’s toilets in the Visitor Centre, which would allow 

development to proceed in the Athenaeum. Additional public toilets could be provided in the new 

Athenaeum development if required. The last option would be to provide toilets in another 

location, rather than near the Octagon. 

The conclusion of report was that none of the above options appeared to be ideal to the City 

Architect and all involved some form of compromise. In the City Architects opinion, no private 

developer was likely to provide the type of facility the Council desired and ultimately the Council 

would have to provide the toilet facilities itself on its own land. He argued that positive action 

should be taken to provide toilets on existing Council land or action taken to purchase suitable new 

property. 

The decision was taken to demolish the undergrounds and close the Athenaeum and replace them 

with facilties in Muncipal Lane in the Council owned building. 

As part of the Octagon redevelopment plan, the roof of the undergrounds was broken in, the walls 

were cut down to halfway and filled in with rubble from the surrounding redevelopment and sealed 

shut. Some interior tiles were attempted to be salvaged and reused but the tiles broke when 

removed and marble surfaces could not be reused as when the porous surface warmed up they 

smelt of urine. 

These last undergrounds were closed in 1989 and saw the last of this subterranean architecture 

disappear from the city. The Municipal Lane toilets off the Octagon, opened in 1990 and had 24 

hour, seven days a week opening, which remains to this day, complete with attendants. 



Conclusion 

This thesis sought to investigate several important questions and explain the myriad of reasons 

why the underground facilities have largely disappeared from New Zealand, using Dunedin as 

a reflection of wider New Zealand society. 

 

Chapter One briefly covered the establishment of public conveniences in 1861 and the 

development and discussion of supply to the city. It outlined the decision to build subterranean 

structures and the influence the City Engineer and Town Clerk, Richard Richards had on the 

Council decision. Dunedin city followed and were influenced by international trends in hygiene 

and sanitation.  The plan to build underground was adopted first in London and spread across 

Europe as attitudes towards bodily functions changed to the idea that ‘hidden’ was best. After 

decades of providing men-only brick water closets and urinals over ten sites across the city, the 

Dunedin City Council made a large investment in establishing the underground conveniences 

and provided a long-awaited facility for women. A commitment was made to provide state of 

the art, modern facilities for both sanitation reasons and for promoting the city as a hygienic, 

modern city. They were designed to be aesthetically pleasing with attention to details such as 

interior materials used. They were hugely popular when they opened and were highly used. 

 

Chapter Two examined the decline of the underground’s conveniences between the period of 

1930-1960. The 1950s saw a major shift in both the public and the Council thinking towards 

the convenience’s spaces. The public wanted prominent, accessible, comfortable, and attractive 

spaces, while the Dunedin City Council began providing any new conveniences above ground. 

Siting the structures at ground level was an attempt to try and avoid the continually rising costs 

of vandalism and abuse. All of this led to a dramatic change in architectural style for public 



facilities. The Council agreed that “every effort should be made to replace these buildings with 

more modern structures at ground floor level” and within 50 years the undergrounds became 

surplus and unwanted. 1  The chapter outlined the development of the women’s rest rooms and 

their rise in popularity across the 1920s-1940s. The rest rooms were popular facilities, which 

were developed and run by various volunteer women's organisations with some funding from 

the Council. This popularity in the rest rooms directly affected the sole women’s underground 

convenience, leading the Octagon women’s underground to be closed permanently in 1950. 

The rest rooms were accessible, more homely in their design and provided many more services 

than the undergrounds spaces did for women. 

  

The demolitions of the underground conveniences in the 1960s are examined in Chapter Three. 

After the effort and cost to construct them, these underground conveniences became disused 

and abused in the 1960s.  Increasing vandalism led to increasing maintenance costs that made 

the Dunedin City Council developed a new policy to build conveniences above ground only. 

This was largely an attempt to prevent vandalism and anti-social behaviour within the spaces. 

It was also part of ensuring safety for the public, as the public were often wary of using the 

spaces. Findable and accessible toilets were favoured by both the Council and the public, 

although some businesses were still concerned about toilets being located near them due to the 

behaviour that occurred in and around the structures. Damage and misuse of the spaces led to 

changes in architecture to combat the excessive vandalism. Council redesigned the interiors 

with stainless steel fittings and hid all the workings behind walls and tiles if possible.  All of 

these changes meant that the London Street and Custom House Square antiquated underground 

conveniences were demolished and out of use in the early 1960s. 
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Attendants were no longer employed in the 1960s by Council to man the spaces and the lack 

of these staff working on site affected the way the spaces were treated and used.  With no one 

in attendance in the spaces, misuse and vandalism were rife and increasingly more maintenance 

and upkeep were required to keep the spaces up to a basic standard. Commercial cleaners were 

a more economical way of managing the space for Council. However, this lack of constant 

supervision led to more vandalism and mistreatment of the conveniences, especially the more 

isolated ones. The public did not want to use toilets that were dirty and had no basic supplies 

such as toilet paper. The 1960s and 1970s reviews undertaken by the public of the conveniences 

reported that the toilets that were supervised were in a better condition than those that were 

not. The undergrounds that had no attendants, the London Street and the Octagon site, were 

easy pickings for those who wanted to cause destruction and were generally avoided by the 

public. 

 

Chapter Four outlined the new style of architecture in the above ground structures featuring 

stainless steel interiors. Rest rooms also declined over the late twentieth century. The negative 

attitude towards the “old” and “antiquated” was part of a wider movement of architectural 

changes in Dunedin, as major redevelopments occurred in the southern central business district 

where many public conveniences were located. There was no longer a need to have 

conveniences out of site, underground or hidden amongst shrubberies, as the public’s and 

Council’s attitude changed over the decades.  



 

Octagon Undergrounds, Ladies Entrance 1919, City Engineers Subject Correspondence, Volume 18, 

1918-1922, DCC Archives 

 

Today local authorities need to meet the New Zealand Public Toilet Standard.2 This provides 

design information and advice on the numbers, location, type and quality, including features 

and fittings for public toilets in any location. Guidance is also given on the cleaning and 

sanitation standards. Toilet facilities composed of all-gender, single, fully enclosed, self-

contained units are also proposed and traditional separate gender facilities are also covered, 

although this has not been updated since 1999. 

However, the same issues remain around public facilities today that have always occurred in 

the public conveniences over the twentieth century. A 2013 study by Otago University public 

health researchers, Nick Wilson and George Thomson, researched and reported on many of the 

same issues that had troubled local authorities in the past. The soap and water situation at many 

public toilets were deemed inadequate from a public health perspective, both in terms of the 

                                                           
2 ‘NZS 4241:1999 Public Toilets Standard’ (Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, 30 

March 1999), https://shop.standards.govt.nz/catalog/4241%3A1999%28NZS%29/view. 



spread of infectious diseases and pandemic preparedness. "But sub-optimal provision of public 

toilets is also a concern in terms of New Zealand's reputation as a tourist destination."3 The 

researchers stated that councils had to meet limited requirements around cleanliness, but that 

was not enough to ensure all facilities had soap and water. The authors put forward the idea of 

government funding to encourage minimum standards for public toilets, which they said would 

benefit both local travellers and visiting tourists.4 

 

 

The last remaining underground site in the Octagon survived until 1989 but it was a shadow of 

its former architectural design. After its extensive remodelling in the 1960s, the last 

underground space was viewed as a dark, smelly space that the public only used as a last resort. 

Modern toilets retained cleaners and more recently attendants have returned but today’s 

modern facilities are quite different to the former turn of the century underground designs. As 

Councillor Iona Williams stated in 1987, “The time of the people climbing downstairs and 

disappearing into the earth should be over”. 

 

Dunedin’s early public conveniences were subterranean spaces that protected Victorian 

modesty and yet were modern and state-of-the-art in their design and construction. Social 

perceptions of the spaces drastically changed over the century, architectural design was heavily 

influenced and evolved as local authorities tried to curb excessive costs of damage and 

                                                           
3 Matthew Blackhouse, ‘Public Toilets Fail to Clean up When It Comes to Hygiene’, NZ Herald, 16 

June 2013, sec. New Zealand, 

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10891009. 
4 ‘Additional Evidence for Concern about the Quality of Public Toilets in New Zealand’, The New 

Zealand Medical Journal 126, no. 1379 (2 August 2013), https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/read-the-

journal/all-issues/2010-2019/2013/vol-126-no-1379/letter-wilson. 



vandalism and the phasing out of attendant’s positions all led to the demise of the underground 

spaces. They survived for over fifty years in the city, before visible, above ground conveniences 

became the norm as societal and aesthetic attitudes towards the humble convenience evolved. 

 

 

 

Custom House Square Undergrounds, 1919, City Engineers Subject Correspondence, Volume 18, 

1918-1922, DCC Archives 
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Appendices [Items that will appear in the digital version] 

Interactive Timeline: 

 

 

  



Video of Octagon Underground developed through Virtual Reality Programming: 

 

 

 

 

  



Interactive Map: 

 

 

  



Video of interior of Manor Place urinal, 2019: 
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